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Holland City News.
m

HOLLAND,

VOL. XI.-NO.18.

Vf EENGS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Medivi icines, Fancy Goode, Toilet Articles andPe^

She gaUamt irty

Product, Ito.

V

i

full

Honey, V

Editor and Publisher.

ft

ft

Terms of Bmtoeriptlon:

ilo

tl.50 per year tf paid in advance; $1,75 tf

.

Geo. H. Slpp, eel. as Clerk ..................29
K.Schaddclee.eer.ae
Supervisor A Exp... 88
Geo. H. Slpp, express, etc., ............... 1
R. Kanters, latquar. room rent fire depart. 87
Peninsular Gaa Light Co., 14 lamps A posts 119
A. Huntley, labor on Fire Engine. No. 1 ..... 5
H. S. Woodruff, repairing sidewalks ......... 6
A. Lee n house, teaming ..................... 4
R. Van deu Berg, teaming .................
9
J. Smit, siftinggravel .......................8
W. Roeenboom, labor building bridge ....... 8
W. H. Beach, board of review ..............
8
K. Sehaddelee,
8
P. H. McBride,
4
J. A. Ter Vree,
8

Grain, Pood, Etc.

VAN PUTTEN

red “

V

.

.

.

'

J.

L

3

2 "

P.

.................. 17 00 25 00
................. 35100 40 00

40 00
05 00

FUh

J. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and

convenient to both depots. Term*,
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three $1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
We call the attention of ladies to the
be reliedon. Holland,
t&-lj
changes.
advertisement in this paper of “Dr. MarBusiness Cards in City Directory, not over three
llTirmllali IUIIh.
lines, $3.00 per annum,
chisi’sUterine Catbolicon.” We have in
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubH„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office our posession indisputable evidence of its
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
£>
andbarnon
Market street. Everythingfirst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
sirs.,

Mich.

OOONE

class.

An X before the Subscriber'sname will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.

i

this

paper

paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be maoi
le for it in NEW

YORK.

try it. This remedy differs from quack
J., Livery and Boarding nostrums in the following respects: 1st.
XX stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's It is preparedby a regular physician; 2d.

TTAVERKATE,G.

Hold.

83-tf

It is not

VTIBBBLINK, J.

v

1

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

recommended

females;

Vsat Xlftstl.

8d.

It

OUTKAU, Wx. New

Meat Market, near corner
Eighth and Fish Strset. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
of

goads.

Chicago A West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect,Sunday Jan.

Holland

From

1882.

15,

From Chicago

to Chicago.

to Holland.

Nl’t Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.

Mix-

p.m.

tHMO

m.

n.

m.

p.

10 40 10 10 12 08 East Saugatuck

00 12 15

1

a.

3 05 7 35 5 00

55 ..Gd. Junction..

12 25 12 50 1 10

.....

2 15 5 45 3 55

Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15 3 35

1 50 3 10 2 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 3 15 2 10

\

205

0 2 45 ...St. Joseph.

40 8 05 2 00

12

..

3 30 6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55
7 30
a.

m.

ea?!!*

•

e*a

p.

m.

5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
p.

m.

a.

SatjUnl*y

9 10

m.

a.

m. p.m.

the Night express north runs

m"

Holland 2:20 Sunday 'morning.P’

arriVlng at

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a m. a.m. p. m.

From Grd. Rapids
to Holland.
a.

m. p.m.

m.

5 20 •8 15 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 45 *9 10 tioio
5 85 9 40 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 85 8 40 9 55
5 57 9 20 3 52

..

Hudson vtlle... 11 15 7 40 9 25

6 15 10 00 4 05 ....GrandvlUe... 11 80 7 10 9 05
6 85 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
a.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

a.

_

m.

a.

m. p.m.

Muskegon.

V

and

PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN

____

Bush

.

t.

fl 4*1

.

7 2C

4 50 1 20

X

00
00
00
00

«

8 00

800

We,

to
Allegan.

• 00
—Allowed and warrant ordered Inned on the
Treasurerfor the amount.
The Com. on Poor reported presenting the aemlmonthly report of the Directorof tba Poor and
said committee,recommending $84.80 for the support of the poor, for the 9 weeks ending June
21st, 1082.— Approved and warrants oderedlisued
on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
By Aid. Beukema—
RtKived. That the City Clerk be and hereby la
directedto notify and receiveblds.uotllthe twentyfirstday of June, 1083, from the first day of July, their oaths prohibited by law.
1863; do payment to be made until the fifteenth
5. That the civil equality secured to
day of December, 1803.— Adopted.
all American citizens by articles 18th, 14th,
Council adjourned to Wednesdey 7:80 p. m., June and 10th of our amended Couititution
14th, 1882.
should be preserved inviolate
GEO. H. SIPP, Oty CUrk.
8. That arbitrationof differences with
Mr. F. P« Bod tier, of Meadvllle, Pa., cations Is the meet direct and sure method
of securing and perpetuating a permanent
writes: I feel like a new-born creature.
peace.
Transformed from a crabby dyspeptic 7. That to cultivate the intellect withand nervous sufferer to a robust, strong, out Improving the morals of men, is to
healthy man, it all seems like a dream, yet make mere adepts and experts; therefore,
the Bible should be associated with books
Brown’s Iron Bittersdid it. 1 feel very
of science and literature iu all our educakindly toward everybody, especially to tional institutions.
the inventors of so good a medicine.
8. That land and other monopolies
should be discouraged.

4

9. That the Government should furan ample and sound

The American Party.

We

clip from the

Grand

nish the people with
Rapids Leader currency.

WHY WILL YOU

0

Michigan.

Mich.

m.

O

satisfaction.

0
street.
‘

40-ly.

a trial. Bold

by

all Druggists. 40-tf.

The name of Rev. Dr. Philip Phelps, in its effect as Brown's Iron Bitters. It
ex-president of Hope College,Holland, assists nature In every instance, and com-

Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment was mentioned in connection with the
plete cures rapidly follow.
most efficient in Rheumatism, Bruises, nomination,and a telegram whs received
Burns, Scratches and many other ills in- from him and read to the convention,
The Medizin Esuigk aver* that “the
cident to man ana beast. Sold by all which seemed to have a bidden meaning, chemist recognizes no such thing as dirt;
is

PhriDgraphir.

TTIGGINS,

XX

them

B. P. the leading Photographer.
Gallery opposite this office.

Druggists.

40-tf

as it

could not be understood by the dele-

it Is

gates present.

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
When horses and cattle are spiritless,
dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
scraggy
and feeble they need treatment One gentleman thought that Mr. Phelps
and EUhth Street.
with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It was astride the fence, and waa bolding
purifiesthe blood, improves the appetite, back to see which side it would be politic

JocirtUs.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m. p. m.

325

11 45

•545

Nervous

11 15

849

11 20

5 10

11 88

400

11 07

4 55

1

00

4 15

10 58

4 15

19 45

440

10 80

880

r m. p.m.

X. 0. Of 0. F.

a.

m. p.m.

* Mixed trains.
t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Chicago time.

_

debility,melancholy, catarrh

of the bladder, leucorrbea, etc., are
ly

cured by Brown's Iron

.

40-tf

considered one of the Important persons
To our Lady Beaiirt.

present, and be refuted the charge of the

A
make

Foolish Klitike.

reverend gentleman being influenceby

the mistake of confounding

any personal motive.

We

gittrtfivt).

Attonsyi,

£[^Notary Public JUvereWeeL^Attorne3r tnd
•

will

be promptly attendedto.

jpARKS, W.^^ttorae^and^ouncdor at Law,
OeaalitlnMmUit.

BEACH W.

AJ

H. Commission Merchant, and

dealer in Grain. Floor and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Ufflce In Brick
store cor. Eighth * Fish streets,Holland, Mlch.l 7
Crags sad Esdieiist.

rvOESBURG.J.O.,Dealerln Drugs and

Medl
Brushes.Ac. Phyiclsan’sprescriptions arefully putup: Eighth st

U

clnes, Paints and

Oils,

•

take pleasure in Informingour lady

readers that

by

enclosing two

8 cent

The discussionled to naught, and the stamp* to Madame Marie Fontaine, 112
F. A A. K.
We speak from experience when we say conventionadjourned until 1:80 o'clock. Maine Street, Buffalo, N. Y.,"tbey will
RiouLABCommunicatlonof Unity Lodob, that Parker’s Ginger Tonic is a sterling
The following is their platform in full: receive, by return mail, one Japeneae
No. 191.F. A A.M..wiUbe heldat MasonlcHall
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday, evening, June health restorativewhich will do all that
Viewing with deep concern the corrupt napkin (of elegant design in colors), one
18, atTVclock,eharp.
is claimed for it. We have used it our- and unsettled condition of American beautiful Chinese handkerchief,and the
„
H. 0. Mstsau.W.M.
D. L. Boyd, 5«e’v.
selves with the happiest results for Rheu- politico,and witnessingwith alarm the handsomest and most artisticcard ever
fearfal prevalenceof caste and clannish
matism and when worn out bj overwork. ness bv which our citizens are being issued from the Lithographer's press. Ail
Alabge ice-box for sale cheap. InSee adr.— 7ime«.
arrayed in hostile bands working secretly for two 8-ceol stamps.
quire at the hardware store of
to compass political ends— a method
R. RANTERS & SONS.
A Friend in MudThe most wonderful curative remedies directlyand powerfully tending to increase
Time over and again Thomas' Eclectric
corraption, to destroy mutual confidence,
Just received a fall stock of Lace, of the present day, are those tyat come and hasten disruption and bloodshed;and
Oil has proved a salutaryfriend to the
Black and Colored Banting* at the store from Germany, or at least originate there. having no hope of adequate remedy for
distressed. Aa a reliable curative for
O. VAN PUTTEN ft SONS.
The most recent preparation placed upon these evils from existing'parties, and be
lieving the foundation of
party croup In children, sore throat and bronchir a new
o<
A full stock of ready mixed paints, the market in this country, is the (heat baaed upon the fundamental principals of al affections, and aa a positive external
Whiting, Alabutine,Boiled Oil, Pure German Invigorator,which has never been the Declaration of American Indepenremedy for pain, it ja a never falling antiWhite Lead, Brushes, etc., at reasonable known to fsil in curing a tingle case of dence both inevitableand Indispensable;
dote.
prices, at
We, therefore,a portion of the American
iropotency, spermatorrhoea, weakness tnd
R RANTERS ft SONS.
people believing with our fathers that we
Gentlemen whose beards are not of a
all diseases resulting from self-abnse, as
have our rights and liberties,not from
pleasing shade can remedy the defect by
nervous
debility,
Inability,
mental
anxiety,
Important to TranUn.
men or parties,but from God; believing
the Use of Buckingham'sDye for the
Special inducement* are offered you by languor, lassitude, depression of spirits in the Christian marriage, and not In
Mormoniam;
believing
in
the
religious
whiskers.
the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay yon to and functional derangements of the nerdemocracy
of
the
New
Testament,
tod
read their advertisementto be found else vous system. For sale by druggists,or
not Id the deapotiam of Jesuitism,of
R. Kanters ft Sons would call the
where in this
52— ly. sent free by mail on receipt of the price, priestcraft,or of the lodge; believing, attention of families to the Alaska Re$1.00 per box, or six boxes for $5.00. Ad- also, with our Scotch and English ances- frigerator, of which they have already
Grateful to Invalidsdress F. J. Cheney, Toledo, O., Sole tors, that civil government, though or- sold several. It is as near perfect as can
dained of God, is “founded in nature, be made, will hold ice a long time and
Flores ton Cologne is crateful to invalids, Agent for the United States. Send for
not in grace," and therefore that all have preserve food for servers! weeks. They
because it is refreshing without the sicken circular.Scbouteo ft Scbepere, Sole
equal civil tights; while we abhor the Idea sell them at Grand Rapids prices. Call
log effect of most perfumes.
Agents for
9-ce-3m of enforcing religion,or cootrolingcon- and see
ltt-8w
a remedy of merit with quack medicines.

.

HMf

luutoeM

quick-

Bitters.

The reunion of the Army of the
and Distempers, Invigorates for him to alight.
This
insiuuation
was
not
liked
by
a
Potomac,
on June 15, at Detroit, will be
the System and keep the Animal in a
young
man,
who
seemed
to
desire
to
be
an
attractive
event.
Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepnndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, bolds Its regular meetings at Odd all
fellows Hall, Holland,Mtch. , on Tueaday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlallylnviled.
A- SCHODTIN, N. G.
Don't
M. Habunoton, K. 8.

„

only matter out of place."

cures Colds

Druggists.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

solemnly adopt and

therefore,

present the following,as containing a
brief synopsis of the principles of our
governmeut, by which we intend to be
governed in casting our votes:
We hold: 1. Thsat ours la a Christian
and not a heathen nation, and that the
God of the Christian Scriptures is the
author of civil government.
8. That God require* and man needs
a Sabbath.
8. That the prohibition of the Itnportetion, manufacture and sale of intoxicating drinks as a beverageis the true
policy on the tempersaoe question.
That the charters of all secret
lodges granted by our Federal and Stete
Legislatures should be withdrawn, and

V

Muskegon... too 8 15 8 00
p. m. a. m. p. m.

m.

10
00
45

VAN

50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 80 9 00 8 85

From Holland
p.

ft

cheats.

90

X>

.

420 12

m.

MADE

1)

kill

6 50

a.

ARE

YOU
miserableby Indigestion,
Constipation. DIxilneM,Loss of Appetite, Yellow
8klnf Shiloh s VitalixerU a positive cure. Sold
by D. R. Meengs.

Witohu and Jmlry.

4 15 18 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40

•10 45

REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,

Meengs.

•

to Holland.

635

m.

THE

47— ly.

50

God

10. That maintenanceof the publio
cough when Shiloh’s Cure of last week Thursday the followingfacta
of Ptugger MUU:
credit, protection to all loyal citizens,and
will give Immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 cts.
Mills.) near foot of 8tu street.
in
regard
to
the
late
congressional
conand $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
justice to Indians are essential to the honRAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implement*
vention of the American Party, held in or and safety of our nation,
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY-a positive
11. And, finally, we demand for the
cure for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Mouth. Grand Rapids, Mich., which we think
\X7ILM8, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and Sold by D. R. Meengs.
will be read with interest by our readers American people the abolition of electorTV Iron and Wood combination Pump*. Coral colleges, and a direct vote for President
10th and River street*.
“ HACKMETACK."a lastingand fragrant per- in this locality: “Pursuant to a call for
and Vice President of the United States.
fume. Price 25 and 60 cents. Sold by D. R,
Votary Pulllei.
a mass conventionof men who believe in
Meengs.
At the afternoon session of the ConvenQTEGENGA, A. P., Juitice of the Peace and
SHILOH’S CURE WILL immediately relieve the principlesof the American party, of tion, the committee appointedto recomNotary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
the Congressionaldistrict, to, nominate a
notice. Office at hi* realdenceNew Holland, D. R. Meengs.
mend the name of a suitable person for a
9-1 y
candidate (or representative in Congress
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint, you
Congressional candidate, reported the
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of and to take steps towards organizing the
fhyitolaai.
name of John W. Goozen, of Ottawa
Shiloh’s Vltallxer. It never falls to cure. Sold by
district,twenty persons met at Luce's
T>EST, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be D. R. Meengs.
county, who is station agent at Zeeland.
hall at 11 o’clock.
found in hi* office, on River street,next door
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
Some of the membera of the convention
to D. R. Meengs. drug etore,on Tuesday*,ThursShiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 cents. Sold
The convention was called to order by
day*. and Saturday*, and the balance or the week by D. R. Meengs.
would liked to have bad Mr. Cornelius Van
he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe
the Rev. Mr. Ross of Allegan county,
Loo, of Ottawa county, nominated.
*t., Grand Rapids,
6-ly
Do not neglect a Cough or Cold until it who called upon Nelson Perkins of the
The report of the Committee waa
\T REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Real- is too late, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar and
same county, to act as temporary presiding
IV dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Maradopted however, and Mr. Goozen can
ket street. Office one door west of Van Raalte’s Wild Cherry, we are sure you .will be con- offleer. Rev. J. C. Groeneveld,of East
have it said of him in future years that he
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
vinced of its merits, Chronic Coughs, and Saugatuck, was chosen “clerk.”
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
was once a candidatefor Congress.”
even Consumptives are cured by following
The Rev. Mr. Bruce, of Ingham counOCHIPHOR8T, L. Physician and Surgeon;
the directions,every bottle Is warranted ty, offered prayer, after which the conoffice at the drug store of Schouten ft ScheLire Long and be Happy.
pers; is prepared at all times, day or night, to
to give
40-tf
vention selected committees on permanent
attend to "calls.''
For all diseases affectingthe pulmonary,
QCHOUTEN, F. J., Physician and Accoucher. Dr. Jaques’ German Worm Cakes stand organization, resolutions, enrollment, digestive and urinary organs, brain and
Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrug store. Eighth unrivaled as a worm medicine. Give finance, and candidates.
nervous system, nothing is so strenthening

From Muskegon

12 35

•tu. p.m. p.

Bedford.

Ind., says: "Both myself and wife owe onr lives to
Shiloh's Consumption Cure." Sold by D. R.

CO., Proprietors
(Steam Saw sun Flour

6 00 .... 12 15 ...West Olive... 8 00 10 05
18 30

street.

at least is

New

Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper

and twine; 8th

x.

m. fP-m-la. m.
m. m. a. m. p.m.
t5 30| 8 25 11 45 ....Holland.... 8 25 10 45 t» 40
a.

and

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon ;
IvX office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Holland to

Dealer In all kinds of meats

IV vegetable* ; Meat Market on 8th street.
VAN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Freih, Salt,

ed.

10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond...2 55 7 30 4 45
12

TfUITEtJ..

Kuufaotorlu,Xilli, Shepi, Ito.

m. a. m.
9 20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15

a.

m.

Mall.

TOWNS.

whom

£>

recommendedand used
physicians, one of
well known to the people
is

many

in practice by

pit

for all diseases,

but only for a particular class, peculiar to

00
00

while we consider governmentwithout
as mere usurpation,we regard all
religious and worships Invented by men,
and so, having no higher, than numan
origin, aa mere swindling
lodltr impositions and

17
00
05
50

800
tees eeeeeeee

Kulte,
Geo. H. Slpp,

Additional ^ocal

QOOTT’ HOTEL. Wm.

O

Beukema,
Winter,

J.

.

M
1 ”
"

science by human laws and penalties,aa
calculated to make hypocrites, not ChriaMans, and savoring of the days of priaatlatn
the fagot, and the stake, we at the same
time aa firmly believe that atbeiim and
priestcraftare twlna. and both alike foea
to human liberty and welfare.
We further most firmly believe that a

M

G., General Dealers, In Dry Wheat, white ¥ bushel .............
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hstsand Gaps,
.............
Floor. Provisions, etc.; River st.
paid at six months.
Lancaster Red, ¥ bushel.
Corn, shelled « bushel ............
lotsls.
Data, ¥ bushel ......................
T0B PRINTINB Promptly ait Msatly Elicited fllTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers ft Sons, Pro- Buckwheat, ¥ bushel .............
....................
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel In the
city. Is located in the business center of the town,
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
One aqaere of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for iu the State. Free bus In connectionwith ths Ho10-ly
irst insertion,and 35 cents for each sabseqnent tel. Holland, Mich.
nsertlon for any period nnder three mouthe.
T>H(ENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montieth proprietor.
8 x.
6 X. 1 1 T.
Located near the Chi. ft W. Mich. R. R. de1 Square . ............... 850
5 00
8 00 pot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and Fine Corn Meal ¥ 1(0 fts .........
.................. 500 8 00 10 00 Its table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo................ 8 00 10 00 17 00 dation of guests. On Ninth str., Holland, Mich.
Column ................. 10 00 17 00 25 00
paid at three months, and $2.00 if

Clerk.

NO. 638.

Reading of the minutesdispensed with and the governmentwithout God hafi none but
regular order of bualnesa auspended.
lynch power, and li destitute of all
The following bllla we re. presented for payment: legitimate authority to mahtaln civil order,
R. A. Schouten,sal. as health offleer 1881..$ 10 00 to swear a witness, to try a criminal, to
C. Landaal, aal. as Treasurer, May .......... 0
hang a murderer,to imprisona thief; and,
E. Vaupell, aal. as Marshal ................. 35 00

.......

ditiral htalin.

18M.

Membera present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen
Beukema, Winter, Kramer. Kulte, Reldsama and
the

Huy, f ton..
CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur“ bushels
*
f
......
IvL nlture, CurtalnSjWall Paper, Toys, Cofllns, Onions,
Potatoes, ¥ bushel .......
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
Timothy Deed, ¥ bushel.
Vf EYEK, H.

17,

regt
regular
aeaalon

and waa called to order by the Mayor.

Bdttcr, V lb .....
Clover seed, f ft.
Kgge, V dozen....

to

- Funlturs.

ROGERS.

Council-

In
The Common Councilmet in

Apples,• bushel.
Beans, fl buahe).

HEBER, Druggist ft Pharmacist; a
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN. YITALSH
V
stock of goods appertaining
ths busOFFICE: VAN LANDEQEND'S BLOCK.
taeas.

H.

Common

Holland, Mich., May

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILLIAM

itarbets.

\7AN PUTTEN, WxM

Dealer In Drug*, Medleinea.Palnta,Otis, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din Bim’s Family Medlclnea ; Eighth St.

WHOLE

10, 1882.

[omcuL/t;

$ur

fnmAries. River street.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

of

HWw

Issue.

them.

Holland.

%

______

_ _
.

_

____ _

_______

*

____

_

i

_

_

_____

Ll.

...

..

_____

/

ton eecorte^Lieut Danenbowerto his hotel

Ids arrival in that ofer, and presentedhim with
a model in flowen <>f ths lost steamer Jeap-

The

investigation of the rate of

wjges

of farm labor made by the Statistician of the

HOLLAI2 jj^JCEEr nn.*

Depqrtmentjbf Agricultureshows an increase

of 24 per cent, since 1879. In the Eastern
States, from ‘1875 to 1879, the decline was

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
THE EAST*
Dnusa

tli&

g^duatio^ .exarftise*at

the MaaeachaBetU Imititate of Technology, the

eneruble ex-Premdent,WilliwnBarton Roger*,
the floor,and died tn a few minote*. He
was one of the most diatingmehedof American
scientists,77 rears of age. .. .A loss of •lOO.OOff
was may-red by the burning of the Wyoming
Talley Hotel, Wilkeebarre, Pa.

heaviest in manufacturing sections, where artisans thrown out of employment competed to
depress the rate of farm wages. The advance
since 1879 has been 14 per cent, in the Western
States and 13 in the Southern..,. Charles H.
Reed asked the Supreme Court of the .Distnc*
of Columbia to grant him a rehearing of his
motion for a uew trial for Guiteau.
•••

fell to

Rrillt's wholesalegrocery and liquor
store, Wheeling,W. Vi,

made

•

burned. It was

*42,000.

Two lads named
'

Fred Reosch, playing in

new

to

legislationLi necessary

mn

make the present Eight-Hour la w effective. ... The
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; .l
ii
_ __ __
friends of the Lowell Bankruptcy bill are actively at work pushing that measure to the

t

^

front.

u

a hot
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particularly so by the burning
whisky. The total fcss is 160,000;insuredfor
fire,

Attorney General Brewbter ifl of

the opinion that

The

as it QjBtted

•

com-

ation of
!e testified

the

in K onto reduce
the whiskyTax to 59'cehls per gallon, none of
which has* been used. He deemed the extension of the bonded period an absolute necessity
for distillers,as otherwise 34,000,000gallons
would in 1884 be unloaded on the market

:

,

Springer informed the .Speaker deft anUy that
be would not he taken ftrom the floor, Mr.
Humphrevs— •' You can and will ; I can do it
myself.”'[Laughter.] Mr. Springer-" It
would take a larger pattern than you to do
it” [Continued laughter.]The Sjieakor—
)w the
“ afford
* to alia
" The chair can verv well

* "

any

president Arthur. The motion was
u-robbmg schemes of her late
adopted.The House took up the Alabama husband,
_____ ___ btoe
^ >ppeaw] v/ary ill at ease during
_
contested-election case of Lowe vs. Wheeler,on
,,
. .
„... the remarkable
rkabie scene. Mrs. Samuels, mother
which speeches were made bv Messrs.Mills, of the
b
prefl0nt,but created no
Jones, Atherton and Horr. 'Die General De- . (iX„iteai^T
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A desperate undbloodyduel was rewomen, near Lumberton,
y
•puc parties were Jane McKeUer and

cently fought by two

q

1

of the

House- bv his own conduct.’’Mr. vs. Wheeler being under considerationin the Frances McNair, between whom there had long
The Democratic State Convention of Springer—** That has l^en already destroyed.” House on the 3d inst., Mr. Springermoved to been great bitterness of feeling, occasioned by
N. Y., drifted out into the stream and passed
"That is so," said Reed, " by your side of the
the centering of their separate affections upon
over Genesee falls. A dog which accompanied Iowa has been called to meet at Marshall town
House." The Speaker— "Any proper motion recommit, with instructions, and placed that one young m^n. , By appointmopt the rivals
them swam to a rook below the middle falls, on the 15th of August.
that the gentlemanmay wish to make relating motion in the form of a reaolutiouand pre- met in a secludeddell, whore they went at each
remains alive,out of reach.
GENERAL.
to correctingthe journal will be entertained amble. The preamblesets forth that a num- other like tigers. Frances was the lighterof
Both the Northern and the Southern i by the chair and submitted to the ber of so-calleddepositionsoffered by the the two, and soon found that she was not a
WEST.
douse. The Journal Clerk, in omitting Contestant were never certified, and did not physicalmatch for her opponent, and so had
MW
th&l were not entertained, pro^ bi10U- that any of the pretended witnesses recourseto the assistanceof a bowie-knife.
Db. Hoffmak, editor of the Germania, Presbyterian General Assemblies— in session at' m0ti0Q8
oeeded exactly in accordance with the rule.' were sworn, and that some of the depoBho plunged the blade into Jane’s heart,
a daily German paper at Quincy, HI, published Springfield, III, and at Atlanta, Ga., for over a
Mr. Knott claimed that the Speaker had made si ions had been changed since the exan account of the attempted suicide of Mils week— finishedup their business and ad- a mistakein refusing to entertaina legitimate amination. At this point Mr. Reed ob- causing inst&ntldeath.ihe sight of the blood
and the honsciousuessof her crime overpowJohanna Helhake. The articlespoke in high journed.on the 30th alt. It is generally an- motion. A propositionto correct the journal jected to the further reading, claiming tbit ered Frances,and she fell in a swoon upon the
ticipated that at their session next year there
praise of the girl and her family, coupling Dr. will be a consolidation of the two into one Gen- was lost by 89 to 134. Mr. Miller then argued the preamble was merely a speech,aud made prostrate body of her late enemy. It was thus
for two hours in support of the report of the | the point of order that it was not proper to be
bpear with the affair as the lover of the girl, eral Assembly.
they were found by a psrty that had started
ElectionsCommittee on the South Carolina incorporated in a motion to recommit. !
and to whom her parentsobjected. Dr. Spear
after them with the intention of preventing
The
general
strike
of
operatives
in
Westcontested-seat
case,
aud
exhibited
tickets
used
' Springer declared that ho acted in perfect good
and her two brothers, Gus and Casper, the lattrouble.... In Orange county, Florida, a man
in
the
elections
in
that
State.
The
discossion
; faith, and that if the gentlemanfrom Maine
ter just home from a bridal tour, took um- ern iron-millswhich was to have been inaugurated
named Warburton and bis wife and twin chilwas continuedby Mr. Davis, of Missouri, ' (Reed) insisted to the eoutrary ho was acting
brage at the article,and, arming themselves,
on the 1st of June, and which would have against the report, and by Mr. Paul,with™
the elichteet tound.t.o. The ^ ak, r
- drove to Dr. Hoffman’s residence in the norththrown 50,000 men out of employment, had of Virginia,in favor of the.. report. ruled tne resolution was not in ordci, on
aasaulted a 13-year-old
east part of the city, called him ont and immedibeen postponed by agreement until June 15.
At tho conclusion of Mr, Faul’s.speech
ately all began firing on bim. Some dozen shots
in tho^MtSe °of deb»r‘'Mr°j pcLereUlen from jail by • mub and haugod
The workmen adhere to their demand of 10 Mr. Calkins inquired whether; if hu' evening
were fired,four taking effect, two in the abdoper oent addition to their wages, but have conmen and one passing clear through ths body sented to an armisticeof fifteendays, during session were dispensed- with, and the House Springer was successful, however, in I 10 » truCharles H.m>EED 8 lastenorb in D0now adjourned, the discussionwould bo re- getting tho whole preamblein the Record by
near the region of the heart The wounds are
which time negotiations will be resumed, with a
____________
_____
____ any obstruction from appealingfrom the decisionof the chair. The ! bRlf o[
Guiteau was an utter failsumed to-morrow
without
pronounced fataL The parties were arrested.
prospect that some understandingwill be
the Democratic side. The answer came back I appeal whs laid on the table. Mr.
Tn<Wn at Washington ref iisin*
Hr. Spear was held in *20,000, and tne Helkake
arrived at whereby the disastrousstrikes resolutelyfrom Messrs.Morrison. Atkins. Ran- then moved to recommit, with instructions to | ure, the District Judges at Washington refusing
brothers w *10,000 e/eh, in default of which
may be averted. The iron mills of Pittsburgh dall and other Demjcratic members, that no the committee to ascertainthe number of tis- | to reopen the case for argument.
umeut It
It is
is said
hi
all three were sent to jail
closed on the 1st inst, 10,000 workmen going
agreement whateverwould be made. Mr. me ballots cast for either Lowe or Wheeler,and that Guiteau coutmues to cherish hope. ^ It is
The Ohio Supreme Court has ren- out on a strike, and in the Mahoning valley, in Calkins then gave notice
.....
' ’
to report a resolution giving the seat to tho one rumored that Reed will wait until the day set
that he would
call the previous question on the contested- having the highest number of legal votes, for the executionbefore applying for a writ of
dered its decisiouon the questionof the con- Ohio, 10.000 iron-workersand coal-minersquit
work. Five thousand iron-workers at Wheel- election case at
o’clock the fol- after rejecting all such tissue ballots. habeas corpus to the Supreme Court, and thus
stitutionality
of the new law of that State Uxing
ing, W. Va., struck work becauseof the refusal
lowing day. A recess tn 8 o’clock was taken, lit The motion was lost— yeas 91, navs 132— a delay the execution.
the liquor traffic. The court prouounoed the of the employers to grant an increase of which hour Mr. Atherton moved lo adjourn to | party vote, except Smith, of New York, who
Washington dispatchesstabs that
law unconstitutional
ana void, because it is in wages.
moruing. A claim that no quorum was pres- voted with the Republicans.A resolution de"Brockway, the counterfeiter, although still in
the nature of a license law. The Ohio consticlaring
the
contestant
entitled
to
the
seat
was
Late Mexican advices report that ent caused a call of the House, which consumed
tution prohibits the licensing of liquor saloons.
two hours. The H juse then adjourned.Tho adopted— yeas 149, nays 3 j( Harden berg h, jail, was once granted full immunity in exGen. Fuero, commander of the Mexican troops
____ The town of Willows, a railway station in
Phelps, and Rice oi Ohio)— and Lowe appeared change for all the material in his possession.
Benite 'v*flnof in session.
Mr. Sewell, from the Committee on Military at the bar of the House and took the oath of The *1.000 plate handed over byFulkerwaa
in Chihuahua, with 400 Mexican cavalry,surAffairs,reported a bill to tho Senate, on the office. There was no session of the Senate.
prised and attackedthe Ju band of renegade
proof that Brockway lied or forgot something,
Apaches on the Basque de Santiago, and 31st ult, for the relief of Fitz John Porter*175,000.
Ac‘fng
Vice PreeidentDan. explained to the
to
whipped them unmercifully. Thirty-seven The bill authorizes the appointmentof Mr. PorThe unusual penalty of death by shoot- bucks were killed and ten taken prisoners. The ter to the position of Colonel in the army, with Senate, when it ’convened on the 5th Inst., { fcnip|0vesol the Engraving Bureau of actual
entire
outfit, including fifty the same grade and rank held by him at tho that his letter designatingMr. Ingalls to act ns complicitv with counterfeiters, and it is undering was legally inflictedin the Indian Territory.
head of stock, was captured. The Mex- time of dismissal from the army, providedhe Churmim »», in exact conformity mth the rtotxi that Doyle «U be relemwd tor aimilar «*.
Reuben Lucas, a Choctaw, killed and in a ican loss was one officer and eight men
timouy. Secretary Folger is said to have found
shall receive no pay, compensation or allowance select uni of Mr. Eaton iw a similarmanner by
horrible manner mutilatedThompson McKin- failed, two officersand twelve men wounded,
five plates missing from the Lit, one of them
whatsoever for the time interveningbetween Mr. '1 Imrmm, and he asked a docisioi* upon
representingthe silver certificates."
ney, a half-breedChoctaw, and a prominent ! Xhis, with the losses sustainedin the previous
his dismissal from the service and bis the question at issue. The Committeeon
business man in that nation. Lucas confessed ; fight with the United States and Mexican
Roland Worthington, the uew Colappointment under this
Mr.
Lo- Rules "tiH instructedto report on the mathis crime, entered a plea of guilty at his trial, 1 troops, leaves the hoetiles badly demoralized.
gan
presented the views of the minor- ter. ' Mr. Lapbam made a favorablereport lector of the port of Boston, answered an inviand asked tbat he might suffer death. He was No raids are —
---probable for some time to come.
ity of the committee, and both reports and Mr. George au adverse one on a conhtnusentenced to be shot and the sentence was
....The failuresreported during the week were orderedprinted. Mr. Logan presentedan rional amendment giving suffrageto women. tation to the field banquet of the Ancient
publicly executeddeath being instantaneous...,. numbered 135, the West and South showing
act to allow the widow of MinisterHurlbut his A reMilmion was adopted tbit the Pres, dent and Honorable Artillery company, to resjiond
In Leadville, Col., in a crowded street, Robert
an increase.
salary for one year. A long debate took place be n quested to transmitall fresh correspond- to the sentiment in honor of the Presidentof
Bartamaes and D. W. filesher shot each other,
on the bill to reimbnrsetheCreek orphan fund. ence i etwee u the Stale Department and E tvoy the United States, by a declarationthat the
rOBEIGN.
and died almost instantly.The latter was a
Mr. Garland called np an act to grout the right' Trescott aud Walker Blaine. Mr. Pendleton proper dischargeof the duties of tho Coliectorpenitentiary bird, and had been arrested for
The
military faction at Cairo are of wav through Indian Territory to the Missis- t-ked that the Committee on Civil Servicebe shin is the best service he can tender the
robbing Bartam&se.
sippi, Albuquerque and Inter-Oceanrail- instructed to report whether assessments for Presidentand tho country.A storm of groans
Gov. Chittekdek denies having ol- o-ch incen«.-d st the too* oi the hheive. way, but Mr. Ingalls objected. The partisan purposesare being levied on Govern- greeted the epistle ____ Ex-RocretaryBlaine, in
Japanese Indemnity bill was discussed. ment employes,but Mr. Plumb objected. Mr. a letter to prominent Maine Republicans,defered Frank Junes s pardon, or of h.ving ,nv j Mt.
Arsta Bey M MinuUr of Mar.
In the House, the contested-election case of McMillanintroduced & bill for a treaty with clines to stand for Cougressmau-at-Large.
^ropoeition from anv one in reg&rd to s pardon
Kht4‘"
- , moved ^ thig 8t B0k.lv t0 pregervethe peace, Mackey
Mickey vs. Dibble was.
was, after a most exciting the Sioux Indians for the cession of part
A boody war has broken out between
or other form of
clemency in behalf | aD ontbreak threatened by the •oldierv, and disorderly scene, finallydisposedof, Mack- of their reservation.Mr. Sewell pretho
tribes of Central India. The blood and
act allowing *10,000 to
of James. He furtherdenies having made any j
wafted “up^n Arab! ev being seated by a vote of 150 to 3. Mr. Mc- sented
proposalsto the Governorsof otoer States j tnd dcmanded that the insult to them be Lane, of Maryland, then rose to a question of the widow of Minister Kilpatrick. Mr. Plumb hair of murdered victims are being distributed
asking them to jwn him m extending clemency ;
ed bvlh# imirediatedepositionof the privilege, and sent to the Clerk’s desk aud had offered a resolution of inquiry as to the sway of as incentivesto take up arms ____ The wheat
to James, and adds that James has never ap- , Khedive. Thev were finallv calmed on the sUteread a resolutionreciting the fact that the the Typographical Union in the Government crop in England u progressing slowly, and
House, in the exercise of power expressly con PrintingOffice,which was adopted. Mr. Beck needs ram and warm weather. Trading in
LlSem tdegramCf rotate ffer so ^ City MkJ
I ment being made that the Settlement ofj*nding
ferred upon it by the constitution,has or- presenteda resolution that the General Appro- breadstuff s has been very limited the past week,
In Chicago the planing-millof Kaeseberg «fc Jy a collisionof two passenger-railway
trains, dained and established a code of rules for the priation bills be reported as soon as possible, add prices are quoted lower.
Bum was destroved by fire, causing a loss of between Mannheim and Heidelberg. Germany, governmentof its proceedings and for the which was laid over. The Army bill was taken
*30,000. John Kartbeiser. the foreman, went several cars were demolished, eight persons guidance of its presiding officer ; also reciting up. The amendment that after forty years
into the flames to secure some valuablepapers, killed, aud twenty seriouslyinjured.... The
Dead With One Blow.
the facts in connection with the Speaker’s re- of service any officer may apply for retirement
and was burned to death.
German journals e'xpresa great surprise at the fusing to entertainmotions and appeals of was adopted, and also a clause fixing 64
Mr. William Heath was driving a oow
Father Raverdy, Vicar General at appearance of two American men-of-war at Mr. Springer on Monday, the 29th, declaring years as the age for compulsory retirement and young calf along the road, and
In the House, Mr. White offered a resolution
that he was not allowed Lis right as a repreDenver, refused the rites of the Catholic church Alexandria.
to release the Committee on Ways and Means when they came to the creek the cow
Cable dispatches of the 1st
j
Tht
to the body of Don Miguel Otero, the leading
from further investigation as to the extension stopped in order to drink. On the opthis nght of the House to con- of the bonded period for spirits. This led to a posite side of the creek and a few feet
man of New Mexico, because of his being a port the Egyptian situation unchanged at that ingt
Mason ____ CommanderTernr, of the
the navv, ' date, except that England and France were , atrue its own rules was not accorded:also war of words between Messrs. White and Kel- off stood a large ram. A« the cow was
ley. Mr. Robertson introduceda bill to apply
to the permauent improvementof the Missis- drinking she would frequently lift up
lOTy’ died 1,1 C0l0r*d° ;
* !
?n7 r%atritHrOUor
sippi over an amount equal to the cotton tax her head as if she was uneasy about the
Mart T. Rowland, President of
collected in that region. *Mr. White offered a res- calf. The ram took this as a banter for
Parnell branch of the Ladies’ Land League of
his authority,and the unhappy Khedive waa Jot ving that, in the judgment of the House, said olution for an inquiry as to the connectionof a tight, and, walking up near the cow,
Cleveland,has written au open letterto Bish- trembling tetween his fears of depositionand , motions and appeals were in order at the tho Commissionerof' Internal Revenue with vi ared up and gave her a butt centrally
assassination.In Constantinople the repre- time, thev were made and taken under existing the Bonded Spirits bill. Mr. Turner moved to
op Gilmour, stating that the league will not
sentativee of all the powers are said to
am] ought to have been entertained and abolish the duly on trace chains, which was , in the head and killed the cow almost
falter in or deviate from the course marifed out,
counseled the Sultan to comply with the
- by tb« Speaker
submitted
to the House for its lost. A motion by Mr. Henderson to make the instantly.— CWam&Ma (G(l.) Enquirer.
and that if this be un-Cathohc tbeu they are maud of England and France and declare in
Illinoisand Michigan Canal bill tho special orproud to be called heretics.The Catholic favor of tbe Khedive and order Arabi Bey and actum thereon;also resolving that said decision
aud ruling of the chair and his refusal to allow der for June 15 was urged by Messrs. Springer
leaguers of Buffalo express great indiguauon his leading supporters of the military party
THE MARKETS.
appeals therefrom,were arbitrary and are con- and Marsh, aud opposed by Messrs. Bland and
over the policy of Bishop Gilmour, aud have to proceed at once to Constantinople ____
demned
bv the House. Mr. Reed, of Maine, Singleton,and was voted down. For public
passed denunciatoryresolutions.
NEW YORK.
A Berlin correspondentintimates that the great immedi&tefymoved to table the resolution, and buildingsat Concord, N. H., aud Marquotte,
(9 75 fciew
Enropean powers favor a project to have Italy it was entertainedby the Speaker,thus cutting Mich., *100,000 each was appropriated, Mr. Bnvss ............................
THE SOUTH.
Hoof ..............................
7 50 « 8 25
Bupplv troops to restoreorder tn Eirypt It is off Mr. McLane. The scene which followedwaa Lynch introduceda bill to guarantee the interCOTTOK ........................
12
New Orleans lawyer has been stated Rusna would much
ucn prefer
nrefer this scheme the wildest ever known in the House, fifty est on *00,000,000 l>ouds of & projected railway Flock— Superfine............... . 3 90 (ft 6 00
to
English
occupation
____
At
Manchester.
Euawarded a judgment of *57,000 against the
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............1 32 (ft 1 33
numbers shouting rimultaneouslyfor recogni- on the levees from New Orleans to Carlo.
, gland, an enorav-us destructionof property
No. 2 Red ....... . ........ 1 38 @ 1 47
tion, and Speaker Keifer being pale with auger,
city, beside interest and costs, for professional
Cokn—
Ungraded ..... ...... <%.... 73 (ft 75
1 was caused bv the burning of the Globe parcel
Finallv, by a party vote, the resolutions were
servicesrendered in defending the suits [ expressbuilding and several other warehouses.
Oats—
Mixed
Western .............56 (ft 67
TRAIN ROBBERS.
tabled. The Republicans then called np the
Pork— Mess .......................
19 75 (ft 20 60
bronuht by Myra Clark Gaines — The LouisiForwood, late Mayor of Liverjiool, Floridacase of Risbee vs. Finley. The House A Party of Four Attack a VIlNsOiiri Lard ..............................
ana Legislature has passed a bill making it a
”5*
CHICAGO.
misdemeanor to sell or offer for sale sugar or | expresses the belief tbat the outrage occur- voted to consider it, and then adjourned.
Pacific
Train-One
of
Them
Killed
A bin authorizingthe constructionof a ran.
Bekves— Choice Graded Steers ..... 8 50 (ft t 25
molassesadulterated with glucose, unless propring in Ireland are pernetmted by the hirelings
and Another Captured.
Cows and Heifer* .........3 25 • (ft 6 50
road bridge across the Sault Ste. Marie river, tc
erly marked.
Medium to Fair ..........7 00 w 7 60
I of k small knot of Fenians in America, and
Boas..—
........................
6
(ft
The United State* Fish Commissioner Claims that England should ask the United ; connect with the Canadian road-, was passed
, ,
..... . ...............
- 00
- - 8, 60
has reoentiv placed in the rivers of Arkansas i Wales to strangle Fenimism at the pl«ce of its by the Senate on the 1st inst The bill to re- I M'“°un
wftg P*® ing *hrou«1'
« 7 00
and Texas 1 500 000 young
1 l**r,h. . .Twentv persona perished m a burning imburae the Creek orphan fund was amended | a deep cut one mile north of Denton, Texas,
; 5 26 ® l 28
poor-house at Oestbauiraer,
i aud passed. Mr. Allisonrei>orted the House i was signaled by a lantern and stopped. A train
No. 3 Spring ......... ..... 1 U £ *
Sandy Mathews, colored, who murCons— No. 2 ....................... It
72
Giuseppe Garibaldi, the Italian pat- j J^°H**knd tho^ chfrters °Yhe
' roljl,er?0,1 this line had been anticipatedfor
Oats — No. 1 ....................... 49 (ft W>
dered Esseck Polk, was hanged in the jail-ysrd
atktemobis* Tenn Tv^^e’of'nLrivC 000 1 riot 8lJ hhentor' died on tLe 2d
at pJiattaTbK w^cTlkd up. ' mJ/' Ba^Jd ! W”™ time, and grainsJure heavily-armed Bvb— No. 2. ........................ 76 (ft 77
guards in them. When the train stopped lour Bakuct-No. 1 ....................
199 <ftll>0
Butter— Choice Creamer}-......... 23 (ft 23
gave men wtanng pasteboard masks sprang
^Vo^en were to have been hanged at | ForBtVi;r‘5 m°hth« past the health of Garibaldi notice of au amendment excepting Gens. into the mail car with drawn pistols. Ea'6s — ... ....................... 16 (ft M
Carrollton,Ga., but when the Sher- , Lad bee a most precarious,but it was not Sherman. Sheridan, Hancock ami How- They evidently mistook the mail car for Pork— Mess ......................19 60 (ftl9 75
Lard .............................. Ilk®
iff visited their cells to lead them forth to J until the day of bis demne tbit his dis- ard. Mr. M&xey announced a motion to the express car. They were confronted by
MILWAUKEE.
execution was found that one of them bad | espe. broach itio.assumed au alarming form ____ rinse the ilauFe turn tne bill. A prolonged the guard and attaches of tho mail aervice Wheat— No. S .............. ...... 1 *2 (ft 1 33
taken poison and lay in an nnconadous cob- | Arabi Bey has Ihjcii warned by the Sultan that dend.e ensued, but no action was taken. The with drawn pistols and leveledshotguns,and Corn— No. 2 ............... ....... 71 (ft 72
dibon. A respite was granted by telegraph by be bolds him personally responsible for the E juso took up the Florida contested -election tht- bai tbi immediatelyopened. The shots were Oats— No. X ............... ....... 49 (ft B0
the Governor in the case of this man, bnt the ; preservation of order. Arabi has asntred the case ol B at*e vs. Fiuiey. Speeches were made without effect,but tho robbers tun.ed tail and Rye— No. 1 ........................ 70 (ft 77
86
other was duly hanged. Later in the day the Consuls by a circular tbat the European resi- by Meiers. Beltzhoover,' Jones, McMillan and run up the embankment of the cut, pursued uy Barlev— No. 1 .................... 85
Pork— Me** .......................
I9 60 @19 75
phyriotans succeeded in recallingto life the dents arc safe from h&rm, .. Fitzgerald. Baron Biebee. when a resolutiondeclaring the latter tho guards. One of the robbers was seen to
Lari. ..............................llj«ft W*
would-be suicide, and he took his turn on the of the Exchequer, of Ireland, resigned on ac- entitled to a seat was passed by 141 to 9, and fall, hpr.ng to m* feet again, and make to tho
8T. LOU lb.
gallows the followingday.
count of hostilityto the provisions of the Re- he was sworn in. Mr. Haz-.ltine called up tne bin»h hi thedarkutM. The guards and train- Wheat- No. 2 Red ................I 26 (» 1 28
men
returned
to
the
cars,
and
the
train
was
t0R»-MixwJ..*;.:....T.;..;.......
(ft- 75
contested-election case of Lowe vs. Wheeler,
Geoboe Ellis, one of the murderers pression bill.
(A
67
backed down to Denton, where the alarm was Oats— No. 2.. .....................
.......... 66
M
(ft
from
Alabama,
and
the
House
decided
to considThe Porte, on the 5th insh, informed
of the Gibbons family at Ashland, Ky., was
given, and a posse of officersand citizens im- Ryjs
U’-i •
•’•I
....... .
er it. Then Messrs. Keuoa and Cox, of New York,
the powers that Dervisch Pasha and Lebib Bay rose res|*cflvfcly
......................
10
tried a few day* ago at Oatlettsburg, and seoto a parliamentary
inquiry and mediately organized aud started In pursuit.
............. CINCINNATI
tenced to imprisonment for Ufa At the time had started for Egypt with fall powers. The a point of order, and a stormv scetio ensnedP The truiu then proceededto St. Louis. The next I
of the terrible tragedy, last December, the peo- Sultan says even should Abe Commissioners enwhich continued some time. Mr. Cox insisted day the dead body of one of the robbers was l \vhkat ................... ....... 1 31 (ft 1 34
76 ift 77
ple were with great difficultyrestrained from counterobstacles, be is confident of being able that he Lad made a motion to adjourn (Mr. found a few hundred yards from the see no of Corn
64 (ft 55
thu couil'ct, with his head aud back riddled
...........
taking swift vengeance on the butchers. The to surmount any difficulty, tad thereforecan- Hazleton having vielded to him for that
a „ Oats
78 (ft M)!
escape of Ellis from the gallows was too not share the views of the powers as to the ne- '»<**), which he had never withdrawn, " and , with buckshot He was identifiedas H. I. Erie ...... .....
Mels.... •••••••• ••••«....... 19 60 (S19 75
much to be endured, and thirty masked cessity for a conference.... The will of Gen. [to the Speaker] .
know it. Shelton, son of a respectable farmer, livingfifty. Pork—
HKCft
men impressed train into service at Garibaldi orders tne cremation6f his body and Mr. Page, of Caluoruia. rose excicedly; and mile* from Denton. . Ho was about 22 years Laud ........... Toledo.
old,
and
had
been
recently
working
on
a
farm
Ashland and proceeded to Catlettsbnrg. the preservation of *tbe ashes in an urn near demanded that the Gentleman from New York
Wheat— Na 2 Red .................l 37 (ft 1 38
At the latter place they took Ellis from jail and the tomb of bis child at Csprera. Tne Munic- should be respectfulto the chair. [Derisive near Denton. Another member of the gang Corn .............................. 74 (ft 75
surrendered.
Hisname.is
James
Carter,
son
Oats ...............................54 (ft 55
carried him back with them to the scene of the ipal Councilat Rome will send a deputationto laughter and shouts of “Oh," "Oh,* on the
DETROIT.
farmer near Denton. He
mnrder, and banged him to a sycamore tree. the funeral. A subscriptionbaa been opened
Democratic aide.] Mr. Cox (to Mr. Page)— “You
fLOtra-ChoIca....................
6 25 (ft 9 00 *
William Craft and Ellis Neal, the others con- by workingmen's societiesto erect a monument. cannot lectureme ; you are not the Speaker." aays the robbery was planned by the
Wheat-No. 1 White. .............1 30 (ft 1 81
cerned in the tragedy, are in jail at Lexington, — Bruce, au English horse ridden by The Speaker stated that Mr. Cox had withdrawn two robbers who are at large. They are Cork— Mixed ...................... 78 (ft 80
uy.: OATs-Mixed .....
under sentence of death. — Meager details are Archer, the phenomenal jockey, won the his motion to adjourn,and that thereafter he strangers who came to that section reoentl
.............V 54 (ft 5«
received of the havoc wrought by a great storm Grand Prize at Paris. Keene's Romeo met bad uot been entitled to the floor. Mr. Cox Carter refuses to divulge their names. He Barlet (percental) ................2 00 (<* 2 20
savethe
four
of
them
assembled
at
Denton
Pork— Mesa. ........ .............. 20 00 <ft20,50
in North Carolina,which demolished honses,
asked to make n statement in reply, but the
with an aci'otimr. md was unab’e to start.
INDIANAPOLIS.
trees, fences and crops. In one instance two
Speaker stated he had already made his atate- about twenty minutes before the arrival of the
children were killed by the wreck of a dwelling,
ment. and the chair was willing the two staie- train aud determined to rob it. Carter bad just Wheat— No. 2 Bed. ................1 31 (ft 1 32
been released from tbe Huntsyille penitentiary, ! Corn— No. 2 ......................
Jjj (ft 74
nd(» ship. Mr.
and oil way trains were delayed by fallen trees.
Assays of several hundred million dolwbeie be served two years for theft. The rob- 1 Oaix.... ..... •••• ••;•.
^
____ At Tree Notch, Ala., three children of Alexlars’ worth of the native gold of Cali- then moved to adjourn, and tbe Speaker pnt
the question, notwithstandingMr. Cox’s efforts bers secured nothing from the train. They CATTL*-B*st^BT LJBEBTT’ « oo <ft 6 ao
ander Adams were burned to death by the exfornia have shown an average proportion
to be heard. "Well,’' ttudMr. Cox, “that is had piled up logs and other obstrnctions
p»ir”' .......... !!!.!!« # 00 (ft 6 oo
plosion of a kerosene can.
of 880 thousandths of pore metal The what I call brute force— mere brute force." the track a few miee in advance of where they
Obinmoo’.V.V.1"..*.'.
. % oo (ft 4 75
WASHINGTON.
gold of Australis gives an average of 960 “It is uot," replied the Speaker.The House rignaled the train, so that if it did not stop it I Hoes ....... ............ . ...... 7 70 (ft 8 50
would be
bhxw ......... ...................4 25 (ft <40
then adjourned.
A ookmotbe of citizens of Washing- thousandth*.
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the gentleman undertakes to destroy th e dignity

Territory was a great success.

ting

Senator Windo:

-

tempted amid excitement and confusion to jjj, Morgan mid he viewed the positionthat
proceed with his remarka, but was tolu per- the Acting Vice President could so delegate his
Mrs. ’Jesse James, wife of the dead
emptorily by, the Speaker that,
”
anthpnt/ with extreme *ierm, sinco President
Sergeaut-al-Amw would be ‘directalto fprpe Artbfcr ini^lit be stricken down, and Ingalls out ia\y, niat\e (her .Appearatice.Upon the stage in
Him, at least to desist. The Democratic mem- might then succeed lo the Presidency, without
Kansas City, with her two children, while a
bers gathered around Mr. Springer, giving him
having been elected by the Senate. Mr. Mor- Kansas man delivered a lecture upon the life of
aid and encouragement,while many Republican
members were also on their feet protesting angrily aguabt Mr. Springy’s course. Mr.

j

a boat at Rochester,

^

otions mine by
mention of |Wo important
In procttdiug
hiutand ign
called to or JVr by
witiffhis ar_
the Speaker. “ I have the right to speak,” said

Governor of Wyoming Territory gentlwun jrom IlUnoU
^ /
sent a letter to the New England Woman’s Suf_______ J.t
_______
Derrick Pike and frage Association stating woman’s suffragein Sr.lonem
his

-

ring to the

Mr. Springer, of

Dlibis, objeeied to its ap;

convenedon Friday, June 2,
absence of David Davis. He des-a •
•« xue

officer when it

of the Journal

Immediately after the
in the House, on the 30th

/

ADDITIONAL NEWS,

The Senate found itselfwithoot a presiding
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exeention of a writ of replevin. Farrington & Co., of Detroit, had caused a
writ to be issued against Carter to recover certain goods shipped by them to him
in mistake. Carter, in the meantime.
had learned of the proceedings and
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
locked and h&rred his doors, and 'when
the Sheriff demanded admission Carter
refused to let him in, obliging the Sheriff
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
to break in the door of the store. A
Curlouv Walkinir-stick.
scuffle then ensued between Carter and
Andrew Charles, of St. Johns, has a the Sheriff and his aids. Carter was
walking-stick four feet long, around dragged out of doors and through the
which is coiled a snake six feet long. It mud in the street®, followed bv a great
crowd, and finally lodged in jaii.
is supposed the snake was sick or indisposed when it took its position upon the Michigan lron~MiaM Paying
than Void Mine*.
growing sapling; and, the bark being
J. M. Longyear; of Marquette writes
moist and gummy, the snake adhered
without effort, and there died and dried. “The published statement shows that

Ifolkti |itg

'pm.

.

stalks are badly wasted away by winds j work well enough ; our houses were com- j Bawlinson about 2468 B. C., and ho
and storms, but then- faith never fails— , fortable and sufficientfor our wants, our I speaks of 132 Kings who reigned bethey still hold on. None of the family | barns wpll filled wiih feed for our stock, tween that time and 538
The

B

—

An Old

John Bloom, the

and silver mines of the United
States paid during the year 1881 dividends amounting to $7,499,676, say
$7,500,000. As our iron companies do
not publish their dividends, it is impossible to give exact figures; hut the
amount of ore produced and its value in
market are published, and from these
figures any one acquainted with the cost
of placing the ore on the market con
the gold

Detroiter Dead.
oldest sail-makeron

the lakes and one of the first members
of the Detrot Board cf Trade, also of the
First Baptist Church of that city, died
in Detroit, aged 86 years. He was born
in Sweden and came to Detroit iii 1384,

where he ever since lived. He carried
on his trade extensively. He leaves a
make very close estimates of the profits.
wife and six children.
Those best qualified to judge of those
Hig Hotel at .tlcnoutiucc.
profits estimatethe earningsof our iron
The village of Menominee, in Upper mines for 1881 at eight millions of dolMichigan, is one of the moat public- lars, about half a million more than the
amount of dividends paid by all the gold
spirited and progressivecommunitiesin
aud silver mines of the United States.
that rapidly-developingregion. This is The capital stock of the gold and silver
evidenced, among other things, by the mining companies declaring this $7,500,fact that a new $70,000 hotel has just 000 of dividends amounts to about
been completed there. It is a solid $200,000,000 ; they, therefore, paid
brick and stone edifice, four storieshigh, tliree and three- fourths per cent, on
with seventy rooms.
tlfeir capital stock. The capital stock
of
all the iron-mining companies of
A model redevtrian.
Michigan operatingin 1881 amounts to
Naubinway, in the Upper Peninsula,
about $20,000,000,and their net earnhas the model go-as-you-pleasepedes- ings of $8,000,000 for that year paid
trian of the Htate, whose example is cor- dividends amounting to 40 per cent,
dially commended to all other pedes- on their capital stock. These figures,
trians. Name, Wm. McEvers. He pro- you will notice, embrace only the divposes to bet. $50 that he can go twenty- idend-payinggold and silver mines,
rive miles right away from town quicker while they embrace all of the operating
than any other fellow. This plan, iron mines in Michigan. If the $200,amended so as to offer additionalprizes 000,000 represented by the dividendfor those who would stay away longest, paying gold and silver mines of the
would be immensely popular *in places United States — to say nothing of the
where the pedestrian lever has been epi- innumerable operating companies that
pay no dividend — no further showing is
demic.
necessary to demonstrate that iron minIHictiiffan Alifad in Fruit.
ing in Michigan is more than ten times
The Secretary of the Michigan State as profitable as gold aud silver mining.”
HorticulturalSociety has secured the
Wilder silver medal awarded to the so-

Health In Michigan.
Reports to the State Board of Health,

ciety by the American Pomological SoLansing, by sixty-three pbservers of disciety, for the best collection of fruit
eases
in differentparts of the State, show
shown at its last meeting in September

last. This is the second time that Mich- causes of sickness during the week endigan has received the prize. This last ing May 27, 1882, as follows :
prize is the result of the appropriation
Humber and /‘tr
by the Legislature, the tine quality ol
Cent, of ObnervMichigan fruit aud the untiring efforts of
rr» by Whom
the commission which collected the ex- DvwMfH in Order of Greatesl Each bi*ta*tWan
Area
of Prevalence.
Reported.
' __

hibit.

j

_

__

king Ifiurnv.
The Quincy Herald relates this chain
pion cow

story

: “A

most singular con-

between cattle recently occurred on
the farm of Orton Hoxie’in Algansee.
Upon going to his field Mr. Hoxie found
two of his milch cows in a nearly dying
condition. They had engaged in a furious battle, and their horns had become
so thoroughly locked together as to prevent their disengagingthemselves.The
horn of cue cow had passed into the
throat of the other, and in order to separate them it was found necessary to saw
off one of the horns. Had, the relief
not come as it did both cattle would
have made a death lass to their owner.
flict

l.tquor Law
at marshall.
first case of a jury trial under

How They Enforce the
The

Humber .[Per Cent,

Lo<

the liquor law of 1880 occurred at Marshall, recently. Mrs. Melkarn, a saloon

keeper, was charged with having opened
her saloon on Sunday, and drunk beer

M

1 Intermittentfever ____
vJCoiiBumption of lungi
SJ Neuralgia ............
4 Uheuiuatiani.........

50
4S

84
79
76
73
70
54
51
51
49
35
27
25
24
22
19
19
17
13
13
10
8
8
8
8
C
5
5
3

being his hair and whiskers,which have | Terrible storms blew clouds 6f smoke
probably not been trimmed for several ' and ashes from the distance over our
years, his hair coming down almost to , heads, and took the breath from our
the middle of his buck, and his beard ; lungs, burning heat made us throw our
as long. He is married and has j clothes from our bodies and as in a flash
tour children. Delos, the younger | of lightning we found ourselves in a
brother, is not so much of a curiosity as | burning country,
his brother, being very tall, Muscular ! Our friend, the fire, had turned to he
and wearing his hair aud whiskers like I our foe. What did the hardest fighting
1
—
L I
11 #
•.%
Other
men. He.A is some years younger avail1 against
the walls of flames with
(fan his brother, probably about 30 which we were surrounded ? It was only
years of age. For fite years the neigh- a short struggle against the furiom eleliors claim that the wife of the oldest ment aud then a flight, for God’s sake,
brother has not been oft' the place; the to save the lives of our wives, our chilchildren do not go to school; and, as a dren and ourselves. A few hours of terwhole, they shrink from rather than ror and danger were sufficientto destroy
court public recognizance.”
what we had built up in many years.
Tumbling round with blinded eyes
A Hattie Creek CIiohi Story.
and full of pain ou the sites of our formA letter from Battle Creek contains er homes, we felt broken down in life
this hair-raising spook story
and spirit as we looked upon our hunMany years ago North avenue in this gry, half-naked, crying wives and chilcity was occupied as a cemetery, but as dren. What would iieoome of ns ? We
the city grew larger it was removed to were nothing but beggars,ready to leave
another place outside of the city. When the place which had been our homes,
the location of the graveyard was and, though dear to us, to leave them
changed ail of the graves were opened without any hopes for the future, hut
and the remains taken up and again in- ready to give all up.
Thanks to the Lord and the great
terred in their new resting place. We
say all the graves, yet they were really people of the United States and other
probably not all found, for the reason countries, to the Governor aud Legislathat some paupers had been buried there, ture of the State of Michigan, to the
and as no stone or mound had been Detroit and Port Huron Relief Commiterected above their graves the elements tees aud their agents we are now nearly
had so obliterated all traces of them that above all this trouble. The supports
many of them could not be found. and gifts of noble, high-hearted,IrcnevHence it was that years after, when the olent men, women and childrenhave enold graveyard was used as buildingsites, abled us to get over the despair which
in digging the cellar to these resi- iiad taken possession of our minds ; to
dences the workmen frequently came clothe aud feed our wives and children,
across the bones of some of the original to rebuild houses aud barns, to keep
occupants of the soil. No attention was some little stock, to sow our fields, to
paid to these ashes, and they were rebuild our fences, to make our homes
thrown out to decay. Recently,how- valuable, to feel new life aud driving enever, there have occurred some most terprise again. Words are not able to
mysterious transactions and noises in express the thanks we feel for our benthe houses located in this former home efactors. God may repay them and bless
of the dead. Strange sounds and strik- them and their children for what they
ings would he heard in broad daylight have done for us. We shall never forget
as well as at night under cover of dark- it. These ore the feelings of idl of us,
ness. These noises would sound as although we have no chance to have this
though in the same room as the occu- signed by all the tire sufferers of our
pant, yet nothing could be seen, and the neighborhood.
Robert Russ, Charles Gelts, Albert
closest inspectionrevealed nothing.
Sometime these noises would sound like Lavitzkie, Ferdinand Finkee, Gustav
the flattering of a bird about the room, Morguardt,Albert Kraae, Albert Plitz,
yet nothing could be seen ; again, at Adam Banker, Fred Herrmann, Harman
other times, there would occur sounds Grauustudt,Dugall Weigmorm, Michae
as of a person digging a grave — the Morguardt, Withston Schave, Roderick
sound of the spade in the gravel could Clark, Ira C. Carpenter, Robert Beathbe heard, the creaking of the coffin as it by, Judah Neckel, Alonzo Stone, Anson
was lowered, the sobbing of friends H. Bomau, Richard Randall, John C.
around the open grave, the dull, heavy Jordan, Sylvester Vaugn, Ed Pleiness,
thud of sod falling in, the all would be Daniel M. Gregor, Henry J. Harren,
quiet, save perhaps au unearthly groan. August Galipke, Ferdinand Seuogstock,
1
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therein. Notwithstanding witnessestestified to having drunk beer therein aud
paid for the same on the day in question,
the jury returned' a verdict of “not
guilty,” which is a surprise to many,
and a source of gratification to some.
There seems to be a wide differenceof
opinion as to the intent of the law in
question, which will probably lie decided
and average relative humidity,and the
upon in a easd from Albion before the average day aud night ozone were more,
Supreme Court at its next session.
and the average temperature was lower
during the week ending May 27 than
Dcfcrinlned to Die.
during the preceding week.
'George Miellerweiss committed suiIncluding reports by regular obcide by hanging at Saginaw City. Ho servers and by others, diphtheria was
had been drinking very heavily for the reportedpresent during the week endpast three weeks. He retired to his ing May 27, and since, at 17 places;
rpom at 11:30 at night, at his boarding- scarlet fever at 12 places, measles at 18
house, and ns he did not put in an ai>- places and small-pox at 10 places, in all,
pearanco next morring a search was as follows : At White Cloud (three coses),
made for him, which resulted in his body May 22; at Buena Vista (two cases), in
being found hanging by a rope to a Port Huron township (one case), at
clothes-hook in his room. His feet Grand Rapids, at Manistee,at Cadillac
rested upon the floor, and his knees were (tiro cases), and at Flint (one new case),
.

day the mystery still deepens. The
noises are heard most frequentlyat the

residenceof F. W. Clapp, a lawyer of
this city, but are not entirelyconfined
to his house, and have been heard in
several other houses in that vicinity.
Night before last one of the parties who
lives on the street was annoyed by
knockings nearly all night, the Tappings
coming thick aud fast. At times the
noise would seem to be directly over the
bed in the ceiling of the room, then in
the walls on the sides, and from these
places often changing to the head of the
bedstead,and then back again. A lamp
was lighted and a search instituted, but
slightlybent, showing that he was de- May 27; at Detroit (four eases), May 30; all to no purpose, as meanwhile the
racket went on as before. Several who
termined to die, as he could have saved at Kalamazoo (two cases, one fatal),
May
31 ; at Battle Creek (three deaths, have heard these manifestations are now
himself easily had he so desired. Muelasking : “ Is it ghosts ?”
lerweiss was an old German doctor aud no cases remaining),May 31, 1882.
Henry
B.
Baker,
Secretary.
was 61 years of age.
Addrc%N of Tbank* From .Home of ihe
Lansing, June 2, 1882.
Fire StiffererM In Michigan.
Thirteen Day* Without Food.

A Queer Family.

Pilgrims from distant countries,by
hard necessity driven away from the
more than two weeks ago David Beneto the Detroit Post and Tribune that
places of our birth, we landed on the
dict, a woodman, was in this city and
“northwest of the town of Johnstown. shore of Lake Enron, in the State of
*
*
got on a spree. He went back to Glad*
Calhoun county, lives a family consist- Michigan, to seek a home in the land of
•win, where he continued drinking.The
ing of two brothers bv the name of Wil- liberty nnder protection of the star-

The Saginaw Curier says: “A

little

effects of the whisky finally crazed him.
He got away from his friends and wan-

*

A correspondentat Battle Creek writes

•

lison, one of the brothersbeing married

spangled banner. In spite of long years
hard work in wild woods on windfalls, heavy debts, hardships and distressing wants, we finally made homes
for ourselves, our wives and bur children.
We succeeded in building houses and
barns, and with ax and fire, our best
friends in clearing the land, we rapidly
developed our farms. Many of ns remember the time when the first bushel
o! wheat was shown in our neighbor^
hood, where it is now raised by thousands of loads.
What difference did it make, that we
do not feel oun.elves as strong as we
used to ? Our places were mostly clear,
Francis A Carter, a grocerymon of that Mill make a fortune out of their long- and with the help of our agricultural
town, for resisting Sheriff Newton in the accumulated crops." Borne of these machines, we could manage our form
and the other single, which is a genuine
dered off into the woods, and was not
case of monomania of a very peculiar
heard fronjlcain till Tuesday, when he
type. They own about 200 acres of
was found U an exhausted conditionin
good land and are said to be average
an old lumber camp. The parties findfarmers by those who know them ; and
ing him took him to a farm -house, where
yet for seven years new they have
he received food and care. He states been accnmuiating wheat in anticipathat he had nothing to eat from the time
tion of a famine. This wheat they do
he left Gladwin till he was found. It not thresh, but have stacked it here
was thirteen days. With patience he and there over the farm, till they have
might make another Tanner.”
now about twenty stacks slowly rotting
away, and some of them utterly spoiled.
j Excitement at Mount Clepien*.
The fluctuations of the Aarket make no
Great excitementwas created at
impression upon them; their time is
Mount Glemens over the arrest of coming, as they conceive, when they

i
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Again the bedsteads of some of the
sleepers would be roughlv shaken aud
Pneumonia
continued Tappings would be heard
Influenza .................... a*j
upon the head-board, sometimes soft,
lousiliua .................... 32
Remittent fever ..............
sometimes loud, aud often rapid and
31
Diarrhea ..................... 22
then again slower.
Measlen...................... 17
A light would be brought, but the
EryMpelu ..... .............
10
Diphtheria................... 13
mysterious proceedings would still conWhooping-cough
.............
14
tinue. At first the residents were much
15 Puerperal fever ..............
12
annoyed and frightened by them, sevIfljTypho-malarialfever .........
12
17 Scarletfever .................
11
eral families selling out at a great loss
lh Inflammation of bowel* ......
8
in order to rid themselves of the annoy19 Cerebro-spinal meningitis...
8
20 Chicken-pox, ................
0
ance ; yet those who remained have be
21 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
5
come so used to them now that they
22jDyHentery...................
5
pay no attention to them. These antics
23 Membranous croup ...........
5
24|Hniall-pox ....................
5
do not occur at regular intervals, how25| Cholera morbus ..............
4
ever, as sometimes months elapse beMump*.
3
Inflammation of brain.
3
tween these manifestations. The resiCholera infantum ......
2
dents are unable to account for them.
Beside those tabulated above, the fol- Some persons have spent mouths trying
lowing-named diseases were reported to discover, if possible, the true source
each by one observer : diabetei,phar- from which these sounds come, but all
to no purpose. Spiritualists say that
yngitis, chorea and rotheln.
For the week ending May 27, 1882, thej are the spirits of the persons whose
the reports indicatethat consumption bones were disturbed and left to decay
above ground, coming back to remonof the lungs, whooping-cough, intermitstrate
against such unchristianlike treattent fever and chicken-pox increased,
and that diarrhea decreased in area of ment, but, as none of the persons in
whose houses these manifestationshave
prevalence.
At the State Capitol, the prevailing occurred are Spiritualists,this theory is
winds were west ; tne average absolute not readily accepted by them, and each
41'.

Hroncliitis.

1

and

More
:

C

are the victims of religious fanaticism, | our granaries had to be enlarged to hold historical chronology of Berosus’ia to a
having not the least apparent religious ; our crops, our debts were nearly paid degree confirmed by the inscriptions
interest. They are no politicians; min- off, and, as our children were growing which
“1 — ^ 1
----• •
have been
discoveredin Babylonia
gle but little, if any, ip society, and are up to help us, we feel quite sati-fiedwith
and Assyria, and, as far as they touch
every way a curiosity. Henry, the old- our doings and proud us citizens of this upon each other, bv the Hebrew recer, is a man of apparently about 45 or great State.
ords. It is generally accepted as toler50 years old, intelligent-looking,
___
...
But who
can make a covenant with ably authenticby scholars.
only one repugnant feature, aud that | his fate ?

of

_______________________

M.

J. Salisbury, Anton Nitz.
Port Hope, Huron County, Mich.
Newspapers are requested to copy.

MechanicalMusic.
The Black Forest is famous for these
mechanical organs— orchestrions, as they
are called— and in some instances they
are brought to great perfection. There
is a shop clo e to the exhibition, bearing
the name of Lamy Sobne, full of clocks
and singing birds aud orchestrions,where
y u may puss half an hour in a fairyland
of emprises aud all kinds of mechanical
music. One morning 1 went in with an
old lady and gentleman—the latter a
grave dignitary of the Church of England. “A very tiring place,” said the
old lady; “ all np and down hill; the
only fault I find with the Black Forest.
Couldn’t they level it, my dear?”— to
her husband— “or build viaducts or
something?Or at the very least, couldn’t

Xenoiuiiew

In

America.

Men

prematurelv bald, old, “ unable
own liquor,” and anxiotu
beyond their face years are getting conspicuously common in America. The
slow, sententious Yankee of the stage ia
becoming rare in the cities, and the cool
individual who offers the suspicions
to carry their

stranger a cigar light stuck in the muzzle of a revolver, is happily confinedto

Deadwood Creek or Gough Eye Gulch.
Tlie women are more lovely than ever.
Their faces are the faces of angels
chiseled in marble ; but the pallor ia
unhealthy, and the liveliness of the
American girl is, to a great extent, incipient disease. It is, like their beauty,
part of that nervousnesswhich is afflicting their race.1 Their minds are untroubled by the cares of housekeeping,
for most of them live in hotels or boarding houses. In Europe they contract
in marriages.But they soon fade, and
while the English matron, and even her
sister of Canada, who leads much tbs
same kind of life is still in her prime,
the once beautiful American is often a
lean, hystericalhaunter of health resorts. The future is not a pleasant
prospect. As men of leisure depart
from the busy multitude, it is difficult
to see what thejr are to do with their
money. There is a limit to the number
of greenbacks which a people can spend
on a house, and even a modest fortune
is cumbersome to carry about in diamonds and watch chains. They can, of
course, always go to Paris, but a Tuileriea
American, as this hybrid Gaul used to
be called in Napoleonic days, ceases to
be an American, while if he stays at
home, it is hard to see how tbs rich
average republican is to spend his money
in any other way than that which has
produced, and is increasing the nervousness of his race. Competitive examinations, which will, in time, add their
worry to the endless voting and electing
of the present time, are calculated to
intensify the trouble. But for long the
evil will not bo much noticed. The
country will be fertilized by a continuous stream of fresh-faced, simple-lived
emigrants from “used-up Europe.”
These will mingle with the humbler natives, and since the true-bornYankee of
New England, and the “fust family”
Americansof the South are notorious
for the fewness of their children,will
keep up the population of the United
States. Meantime, the learned folks,
without the fear of patriotic papers b^
fore their eyes, will affirm tiiat the
European is not naturalizedin the new
world. At best he is a nervous edition
of the gallant from which he sprang, and
were it not for the new blood that is recruiting his jaded life, wonld dwindle

_

away and become
World.

extinct.—

Zondo*
’

Can’t Keep One.

When he had finished with the climate,
soil and productionsof Idaho and had
stopped to blow his nose, one of the
group asked:
“ How about educationfacilities?”
“That’s the only thing we lack," replied the old man with a mournful sigh.
“We’ve got. schools enough, t>ut we
can’t keep no teachers.”
“ What’s the trouble?”
“ Well, take

my

school, for

instance—

only two miles from the nearest house,
eminently situated ou top of a hill, and
paying the highest salary. We can’t
keep a teacher over two weeks.”
“ Do they die?”
“Some do; though it’s noplace for
dying. We had a young fellow from
Ohio, and ho met a grizzly and whistled
for him. The grizzly cum. We had
another and a widder run him down and
married him inaide of a month. The
third one was lame, and the Injuns overtook him. Then we tried women folks.
The first one got married the night she
lit down there; I took the second about
the middle of the third week, and the
next one was abducted by a stage
robber.”
“Why don’t you get the ugliest,
homeliest woman yon can find— some
perfect old terror, like that lantern-jawed,
razor-facedfemale over by the ticket-

they organize pony chaises all over the
country— like those, you know, that we
found so useful at Bournemouth last
year?” “Take a chair, my love,” said
the old gentleman sympatheticallywithout committing himself to an opinion.
And he placed one for her, while the
young man in the shop, (whose jolly,
good-natured face and broad grin delighted one to behold) wound up the
orchestrion. The old lady sat down
pomeWhat heavily from sheer exhaustion,
and immediately the chair struck up the
lively air of “ The Watch on the Rhine,’*
with a decidedlymartial influence upon
its occupant. She sprang from her seat
as if it had been a gridiron, and asked
•
her husband reproachfullyif he was
amusing himself at her expense, and
‘ Why don’t we ?
Stranger, you Eastwhether her age was not sufficientto se- ern folks will never understand us
cure her fatom practicaljoking. “ Dear pioneers in the world— never. That’s
me !” cried he, in amazement,looking at my wife— the identical school teacher I
the oifeu$ng chair t* though he ex- married, and she was the handsomest
pected it to walkaway of its own accord. one in the drove 1”
“ What a musical nation these Black
Foresteni are ! It’a music everywhere.
Who to Harry.
The very chairs are fall of it” At this
If yon can not find a gentleman tc
moment the orchestrion struck np a semarry, girls, do not marry at all Bi
lection from Don Giovanni, and the old
that term we do not mean a man who ii
lady recovered her amiability in listenabove the need of work ; he may be any
ing to a really splendidinstrument I
thing bnt a gentleman, but a man whe
left them still enjoying it, marveling at
knows how to work, who has self-respecl
all the birds and boxes, and thinking
enough to keep him from low haoih
each one more wonderfulthan another,
both of speech and action ; who is courte—The Argosy,
ous and honorable; who is not afraid ol
soiling his hands; the farmer, the blackThe Father of Chaldean HIstery.
smith, the carpenter, any man may be a
Beroeus was a Chaldean priest who
gentleman nnder dust and soot and
lived in the time of Alexander the Great
chips, bnt if he is not, girls, don’t marry
and his immediate successors. He transhiml There is enough trouble In life
lated the history of his native country,
without increasingit m any wav. Dc
Chaldea or Babylonia, into the Greek
not subject yourself to the mortification
language, and dedicated the work to
that would be sure to come with a husAntaochns, one of the Greek Kings of
band who wonld continually cause yon
Syria. He professedto have derived the
to blush for his coarseness and roughmaterials for his history from the archives
ness ; for his slippery dealings or hypoof the temple. We know of his work
critical polish. Itienot sufficientthat s
principallythrough the fragments of
man loozs well and dresses well ; bnt he
Poly his tor and Apollodorns,two writers
must act and live well besides. ,
of the first century before the Christian
era, who are quoted by Eusebius and
Cultivate promptness in deciding
Lyncellus.The history embraced the upon matters that come before you;
myths and traditions of thfe early ages, a there are few objects more disagreedescription of Bahvlonia, and a chrono- able than an undecided,vacillating
logical list of its Kings down to Cyrus. man. Consider thoughfully,but decide
His earliest historical date is placed by promptly.
•

window?”
‘

»
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS,

H.

OTATE OF

Editor.

C'aiukpay, June 10. 1882.

I desire to

inform the people of Holland

and vicinity,that I am preparedto do

~

SBNATOB FEBB7.
A

DRESSMAKING

correspondent of the Nurtfocutern

Lumberman, writes from

Manistee, Mich.,

a very interestingletter,from

in a

which we

first

to order;

make

class manner; also

good

fits

shirts

guaranteed.

in regard to Senator
MRS. G. W. FRINK.
Ferry: It is a habit with certain men
Residence: Opposite the Dental office
who are unfriendly toward Senator Ferry and residence of Dr. D. M. Gee, on Ninth
to belittle him intellectually. “Oh, yes,”
18-1 m.
they say, “he is a good enough man, hut
Notice.
he is not a great man.” This charge is
easily made, but facts do not support it.
clean the following

street.

If greatness

Df Holland and Zeeland, will, on Tuesday, June
», jointlylet to the lowest responsible bidder the

means conceit, egotism, or a

clamoring after popular applause, then Allowing Job, to-wit: the balldlne of imbank_____
_____
__
town-line
_________
ifi* of the bridge on the
w»lf
Mr. Ferry is not a great man; but if it con- nent
__

between the Townships of Holland and Zeeland,
Kim m only known as “VIJn’s bridge.”Speelfllatlons for which may be seen -at the Post
tent course that has been steadily pursued,
Jfflce at Holland city; also at the Post Office
the abilityto do his duties well, and never n the village of Zeeland, and the said Comnlssionersof Highwayswtll receive sealed pm“slop over,” then Mr. Ferry is eminently tosals for furnishing materials for, and doing the
vork of said Job on the ground at vaid bridge, at
what may be termed a great man. These 0 o’clock in the forenoon of the day and date
ibove
mentioned. We reserve the right to reject
men should know, or at least they oueht
my or all bids.
to know, that no man can reach Mr.
Dated, this 5th day of June, A. D. 1882.
GEO. H. SOU PER.
Ferry’s high official position, and for
Highway Commissioner of the Township of Holind.
years associate with the leading statesmen
sists in

sound executive ability, a consis-

»nd.

CORNELIUS DE PUTTER.

cl the day, receive their approbation,and

Highway Commissioner of Township of

enjoy their confidence,and yet be a babe

Zee*
l$-?w.

in intellect.

No mao

understands the people

better

Intellectuallythan Mr. Ferry. While he

HHHEHSl

with saw-mills,foundriesand
mines os a business man, as a man of

can deal

thought he argues for the widest dissemination of knowledge. In his debate on
the franking privilege, March,

1

1882, he

16,

said:
“It is better to forego the convenience

and

proposed franking

profit that this

MICHIGAN: The Clrcnlt Court for
the connty of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at the Conrt
House in the city of Grand Haven, In said countv
of Ottawa, on Tuesday,the 18th day of April, 1882.
Present: Dan J. Arnold, Circuit Judge.
In the matter of the petition of Evert Van
Kampon to supply the loss of certificatennmber
6640, for part-paid State land.
On reading and filing the petition of Evert Van
Kampen. showing that he is the owner of the
West half of the South West quarter of Section
numbered sixteen, Town five North. Range fifteen
West, Ottawa Connty. State of Michigan, and
that said land Is part-paid State land; and also
that the certificateIssued by the Commissioner of
the Slate Land Office,being certificatenumber
6640, and issued u> Jan Keppel, for said land has
been lost without the bum or connivance,either
directly or Indirectlyof yourjpetltlonerJan Keppel.
or any one interested in eald lands, and praying
that this Court may direct the manner of proceeding to supply the loss of said certificate, and
the notices wnlcb shall be given to the parties Interested In the application,and to the Commissioner of the State Laud Office. Therefore it la
ordered that said petitioner uppe»r before the
Circuit Conrt, at the city of Grand Hav||, In
Ottawa connty, on Friday, ihe 18th day of AfJtnst.
A. D. 1882. at one o’clock In the afternoon of said
day, with hia witnesses to give evidenceas to the
matters set forth In said petition,and that the
testimony of aald petitionerand of such witnesses
as may be produced by him, at said time be taken
as to the facts In regard to the loss of said certificate, and who is tho owner of said land and entitledto a new certificatetherefore. And that
notice of such hearing be given to' TeunirKeppel
and Hendrik Meengs, both of the city of Holland,
In said connty, by serving on said Keppel and
Meengs a copy of this order, at least ten days
before said hearing. And that notice be given to

O

worthy

ache, and

THEWONDER

__

Catarrh.

Cold in Head,
pedally prepared to meet aerionacaaea. Our
ffasau Syriage Invaluable for use In c*^
tsrrhalaffections, Is simple and inexpensive.

American people.

RMtab

Price 50

BUFFALO, M.Y..U.S. A.

&

Westlake Oil

R.

DRY GOODS
C.

•

& Sons

you

will fit

M the greatestknown remedy.

out

with Wire Cloth Screens for your windows.

They sell the self acting screen sash for
windows and the doors already mads; all
they want is the size of your window and

in tht

glam, and our picture

get the thing

completed

minutes.

15-7w

Take

DRY GOODS
Which wo ntend

Dr.Schouten’s
SPECIFIC FAMILY

embracing

ble

notice.

ANTON SEIF,

1882.

Hats and Caps for Men and Boys at
BEUTSCH’S. The very latest styles

D.
in

Straw and Fell. Prices ranging all the

way from 5 cents

to 4

dollars. 18-2w

We

have the finest line of
Damack table covers in this

and

see.

0.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

C.

DR. SCHOUTEN’S COMPOUND
SYRUP OF RHUBARB, is too well
koowo to

the public to need any

dation.

enough

It is

PILLS. These

recommen-

to say, as is

EXPECTORANT

SCH0UTEN, M.

—

SCHOUTEU & SCHEPERS,

ALBERT

M.

IS—

HOLLAND,

$12, $18.50. $41.00 a specialty

Mich.
Grand River

- -

MICH.

Ave., Detroit,
17-4w

SUMMER

Sc

DDY 600DS
NOTIONS,
CASHMERES,
DELAINES,

GINGHAMS,
CALICOES,

TABLE LINEN,-

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,
.

A

Full

&c.

Line of

Hats and Caps,
Fresh Groceries
FLOUR AND FEED.
IG.

Van Patton

Bollard, March

14 th,

Sc

Sons.

IBB.

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.

Elm

Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Aab Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contraeta or further informationapply lo Fixler’s Stave Factory.

AS. KONING,

Supt.,

SHSSESH:

vonanesa in all

It

feebled Brain andReatorea urp nilngTone and
Vigor to the Exhausted GenerativeOrmne. The
experienceof thonaand*
U an TttjJwWa
Remedy, for both aexea. The MagneticMedicine
is pleasant to the taeto, and eachbox contain* anfweek'a medication,and ia the
fiefentfor two week’a
cheapeat and beat.
cue.™.
««t. Bff-Particnlara
Bff“Particulara In
in our
oar pamph-

JgW

^ |0?M AON KTICMEDIcfN B la* Bold by Drug,
gtat at $1 per box, or six boxea for $5, or will he
mailed free of poetege, on receipt of the money,

Young Mon and Women will not only eava money but valuable time In the future by attending the by addre8Bln81-AGNKTIC MEDICINE CO.,
Grand Raplda Bnrinea. College,where they will
No. 4 Mechanlca’Block, Detroit,Mich.
receive a Thorough, Quickening, Practical educaBold In Hollandby Heber Walih, Drngglat. B-ly
tion. Bend for College Journal.

1

RRQ

SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882.
P

5

MARIE FONTAINE'S

Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,

i
for

removing MafluTa*

__

ill otfKr'preparatiooaapbD tbs

yon haw

__

market without joe-

Get The Standard.
QJMJI WEBSTER'S FNABBlDOro,
containing 11S,000
3000 Encraviiin, and

fhal ttia preparation will —t tart.
Pric* 90 caatt. Sold by aH Dragriata; or will b«
sent hy mall, upon receiptof prk*by
^

'
$350&S?Sr=

THE

a

Hew

Office.—M,000 copies in Public
8chooV-bale 10 times as larga
at the anie of any other.

MARIE FONTAINE, Buffalo,N. Y.

and best for

SCHOOLS.

Published by 6. A C. MESR1AM, Springfield,Maaa.

1

DRESS GOODS,

ll-tf

HARRIS,

Frames, Velveta, Mata, Glaas, American
Optical Co.'s Boxes. Dry plate outfits $10,
ft

SPRING

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

WEBSTEm..

Photographers’ Supplies

I

Oak

DRUGGISTS,

Brower

_

D., Proprietor.

PRRPAKED BY

will leave the dock at the head of Blsck Lake
every week day. commencingMonday, June 12th.
at 8:80 a. m. and at 40 p. m., for round trip to
Macatawa Park and return. Fare 25 cents for
1W2.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

and young pronounce it palatable.
In severe cases it is recommended to take
a few of Dr. Schouten’a ExpectorantPills,
at night before retiring.

The new and Out steam yacht

8.

G.

Woodsmen.

that old

LAKE MICHIGAN.

round trip.
Hollahp, Jane

at the Store of

A Cure Guaranteed.

Pills are rapidly taking

RECEIVED

JUST

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve sod Brain Treatment:a
specificfor Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of Mem-

BALSAM

MACATAWA PARK

1

SUITS,

ATTENTION

R. A.

F.

our

that lead to Insanity or consumption and a premature grave.
Send for circular with testimonials free by
mall. The Invigorator is sold at $1 per box, or six
boxes for $5, by ail druggists,or will he sent free
by mail, securely sealed,on receiptof price, hy addressing
F. J. CHENEY a CO., Druggist,
187 Summit 8t., Toledo, Ohio.
Schouten& SchepersSole Agents for Holland.

0

^dvertteementg.

Henry

see

86-ly

Probate Order.

Paltz, N. Y., to Mias Hen-

and

BOS.

EASY CHAIRS,
BUREAUS,
BEDROOM

_

—

STEKETEE A

1880.

h positively and permantlyenrea Impotency
which
ed by
excesses ve
of muj
any axaaiu«y
kind,) Seminal Weak\uauocu
(caus
UJ CAVCFTCO
ness, and all dlteasea that follow a* a teqneoce of

the place of all others. They are com- ory. Spermntnrrhcea.Impotency,Involuntary
Emissions. PrpmatnreOld Age. caused by over-ex14 West 14th Bt,New York.
posed of the most valuable tonic, altera- ertion, self-abuse,or over-indulgence, which leads
tive and cathartic properties known, and, to misery, decay and death. One box will core reacting directly upon the liver, stomach cent cases. Each box contains one month's treatment. One dollar a box, six boxes for five dollars;
OTATE OF MICHIGAN, Connty of OtUwa, sh. and bowels, effectually purify the blood. sent by mall prepaid on receiptof price.
At a session of the Probate Court of the Their action is mild, yet always cleansing, Wre guarantee elx boxes to care any case. With
Connty of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, but never griping or painful. If you use each order received by us for six boxes, acornwith five dollars, we will send the pur-,
in the City of Grand Haven in said Connty, on
them once, you will always prefer them panled
chaser our written guarantee to return the money
Thursday the first day of Jane In the year one
If the treatment does not effect a cure. Guaranthonsand eight hundred and elghty-two.Present: above all others.
tees iisued only when the treatmentIs ordered
Samuil L. Tati, Judge of Probate.
ABE”
BITTERS.
These
Bitdirect from ns. AddressJOHN C. WEST* CO.,
In the matter of the estate of Richard K. Ueald,
deceased.
ters are an excellent Tonic and Appetizer, Sole Proprietors, 181 A 188 W. Madison St., ChicaOn reading and filing the petition,duly verified, aad are very popular with those who are go, III. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland, Mich. 88-1 j
of Lucinda M. Heald representingthat said
Richard K. Heald. lately died in said county intes- acquaintedwith their virtues.
tate, leaving certain estate in said county to be
AROMATIC SPIRITS. This distilled
administered,and praying that administration
thereof may be granted to said petitioner. There- liquid is a remedy for all kinds of pain, in
upon It Is ordered, that Monday the
young and old, and is an instantrestorative
Twenty-aixthday of Jane,
for disordered stomachs after a debauch.
next at one o'clock,In the afternoon, be assigned It is taken from the Belgian Pharmacopcea,
for the hearing of aaid petition,and that the heirs
The formula can be found on the bottles.
at law of the said deceased, and all other persons
interested in said estate, are ren aired to appear
LOCATELLI (Spi)ker Balat a session of said Conrt, then to be bolden at the
sam.)
This
Balsam
is a wonderful healer,
probate office,in Grand Haven, tn said Connty,
and show canse, If any there be, why the prayer and works like a charm in ail kinds of
of the petitionersbonld not be granted: And It !> wounds, cuts, bruijes and burns.
We will boy all the Stave and Heading

Le Febre, both of Holland, Mich.

of

If

LOUNGES,

Earned.

New

12th.

Come and

Counties.

rietta

Thousands of graves
are annn&lly robbed

German Invigorator

Tns HerculesPowder is still doing its farther ordered, that aaid petitionergive notlie to
IPECAC TROCHES. The great and
work of annihilation.Orders are coming the person interested in aaid estate of the penin for it from all parts of the State, for dency of slid petition and the hearing thereof by well-known specific remedy— Ipecac— for
causing a copy of this order to be published In the
croup, coughs and colds, influenza, etc.,
blasting stumps and stones. It's a sure
Holland IYtt Niwa a newspaperprinted and
go. R. Kanters & Sons are the agents for circulated In said Connty of Ottawa, for three is the main feature of these Troches, and
Ottawa, Allegan, Kent and Muskegon anccesaive weeks previous to said day of hearing. preparedin such a nice manner that they
A true copy, (Attest^
are craved for like Candy. The formula
16-tf
!7-4w SAMUEL L. TATE, J ndge of Probate
is on the box. See PhamaeoyxBia Neerfam/kvj.— This is a excellent remedy for
hoarseness, and is highly recomended for
/ a-ra_ri-ri_raji-fa-faja_r>_ra_ra_ti-A
n aara ______________
public speakers.
VENNBMA— LE PEBRE— On Wednesday, Jane
DR SCHOUTEN’S COUGH BALSAM.
7th, at Hope Chnrch.by ReT.Charlee Scott,of
This is a valuable combination of expec
Hope College, Mr. Ame Vennema, paitor-electof
lorants and compounded in such a manner
the Church of

Register.

ROBBEDi

to keep as complete as possi
latestand best made fabrics

Farmers and

Woolen and
City. Come

f

their victims, lives
prolonged, happiness
'and healtn restored
by the me of the great

I

“OLD

Prop, of Holland Brewery.
16— 8w

Holland, May 24.

all the

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
EXCHANGE.

ANTI-BILIOUS and

Please take notice that I, the undersigned, have on hand a large stock of
Pilsner Lager Beer, made by myself from
the best malt and hop. My Beer can be
found at the saloons of E. J. Sutton and
R. A. Hunt. Private parlies and families
supplied with Beer promptly,and on short

)

1

in fifteen

Notice.

1882.

STEVENSON,

I

Nervous Debility:

'POND’S EXTRACT CO.,

28,

16th day of Jimo, 1882,

lS-5w EDWARD

FURNITURE

16-3w

Citt, Mich.

April

of Holland, P, O.

naturally again.

you can

Rkd

is hereby given that the following
named Bettlerhas filed notice of hla intention to make final proof in support of his claim
and final entry thereof, and that said proof will
bo made before the Clerk of the Circuit Conrt of
Ottawa County,Michigan,at the connty seat, on

SETS,
proven
And all kinds of
by numerous testimonials, and hundreds
besides who have used it, that it is exPOND'S EXTRACT. Take nooihtr preparation.
actly what is claimed for it. If you or
It it neoer eold in bulk or by vwature.
your children are troubled with diorrhcea,
srrcnLTiMAHD toil*t Atnoux
one or two doses will convince you as to
Which we sell cheaper for Cash than
POND'S EXTRACT .......... 50c., $1-00, $1.76.
the merits of the preparation. In com- any other house
Toilet Cream. ....... 1.00|C«tarrhCure ..... 75
plaints of children it has no equal. Il
12-2m MEYER. BROUWER & CO.
Dentifrice- .......... 50 Plaiter ..; ....... 25
being a Tonic for the bowels, cures all
InhalertGlMiSOcJI.OO
Up Salve ........... 25
these miserablecomplaints,when not of
Toilet SoapttCaket).60 NmlSyrhiga..— 25
too old standing, with a few doses. It
Mediated
Piper.25
Ointment ........... 50
does not only check the Diarrhoea,but
Family Syringe,$1.00.
after being stopped,it moves the bowels

EXTRACT" blown

at

TORE VTOTICE
!N

Also a very large and assorted stock of

Holland. Oct.

CauUtm.— POND'S BITRACT hat been imU
fflhd. Tht genuine hat tht wordt ••POND’S

Proposals in writing to teach in and superintend. the Public Schools, in Holland
City, will be received at the Office of the
Secretary, until June 20th, 1882.
By order of the Board of Education.
ISAAC FAIRBANKS, Secretary.

R. Kanters

it

Omc*

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

HemlEia.

Far Pile* Bllad, Blcedlax ar Itchlagt

Notice for Publication.

STEKETEE &B0S, the

PARLOR

Notice.

S

MEENGS.

H.

by 3D,

Land

KANTERS & SONS.

Secretary's Office, )
Holland, Mich., June 5th, 1882. f

For Sale

'AND'

inferiorto none, superior to all, for sale by

16-3w

Marchlai’sUterine Catbolicon. Tskenoothen

Dr.

GROCERY

Stomach, Note, or from any cause, Is speedily controlledand atopped.

Stove,

NEW

N THE

Hemorrhages.
The Adams

cenu andfiAt.

FOSTER, MILBURN A CO., Prop’ri,

tlon has cured so many cases of these distresdng complaints as the Extract.

special

Dr. M archill's Uterine Caihollcon will cure fall,
ing of the womb, Lncorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding, PalnfuL Bnppmeed
and IrregularMenstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
and is especiallyadapted to th. Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of Inquiry
freely answered. Addreaa aaaboye.

dealeneverywhere.Direction!in eight language!.

i

%£?
Ac. Our “CwtwrrhCwre,”

A POSITIVE CORE P0R FEMALE GOIEPUtITS.
Thiaremedywill act In harmony with the Female ly stem at all times, and also immediately
upon the abdominal and uterine mnaclea, and goa tore them to a healthy and strong condition.

pains and aches.

all

_ _

MARCHISTB

UTERINE CATHOLICON,

Th. bet Internal and external remedy la tho

HEALING!

OF

UTICA. N.Y.,
DtoooTerer of DB,

Myron H. Howell, homestead entry No. 6961 for the
8.X ofH.E. J4, Sec. 5, T. 6N. B. 15 W. and
names tho. following witnesses to prove his conCan now be found, not alone a complete stock tinuous residence upon and cultivation of aaid
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest, tract, viz: Otto Van Dyke, of Holland, P. O., and
___ ig, but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions, Gerrlt Van Dyke, of Holland, P. O., and Benn Van
the said Etc., Etc.
Dyke, of Holland, P. O.. and Henry J. Ten Have,

Attorney for Petitioner.

of

DR. J. B.

world. Erery bottleguaranteed.Sold by medicine

Abend Visbcher,

terest by Mr. Ferry in the intellectuality of
the

Gazes Rheumatism, Lumbago, Lame Back, Sprains and
Bruises, Asthma, Catarrh,
Coughs, Colds Sore Throat,
Diphtheria, Bums, Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and Bead-

Steenenberg,Josie Steenenberg,and Grade
Steenenberg,heirs of CorneliaSteenenberg,deceased, of Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa, by causing
a notice of this order to be published, within
forty days from the date hereof, in the Holland
CittNiws,a newspaper printed, published, and
circulatingin said county of Ottawa,and that such
publication be continuedtherein at least once In
each week, for six weeks in succession; and that
notice of aaid hearing be served on the Commissioner of the State Land Office, by mailing to said
commissioner a copy of this order, enclosed In

the

being printed in letters of silver, and should be read by the
people everywhere. No words could have
possibly been uttered to show a deeper inis

MM

Herbert Keppel and Gerrlt Keppel, of Briggs
Station,Butte county, California;to Frank Keppel,
Cornells Keppel, and Neeltje Mechelson. of
Keokuk, Lee county, Iowa; to EilzebtthHarmsen, and John Harm sen, heirs of Baatiaantje
Harmsen deceased, of Pella, Marion county, Iowa,
and to Delea Steenenbere, William Steenenberg,
John Steenenberg, Halbert Steenenberg.Charlie Steenenberg, Llrrle Steenenberg, Georgle

country may enjoy freer newspapers.”
This

ECLECTRIC

_______
___ _____ ____
______
Michigan, at least ten days previousto
day of hearing.
DAN J. ARNOLD,
Circuit Judge.

privilegewould afford individual congress-

men, in order that the people of

Di'THOMAS'

Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments, Worsted, Canvas,
Cardboard, Cord and Tassels, Rushes, Collars, Mantelets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire Antique and Plain V el vets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,
Feathers, and a full assortment of the latest styles of Hats and

A

Bonnets Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

L &

•

VAN DEN BERGE,

S.
ETOHTH STREET-

1

About time

JOTTINGS.

cream

-

He wu

Nicb refreshing shower last Thursday

-

afternoon.

—

Fifteen thousand people in town

old.

74 year.

^

July tbl.

The Mason work on the basement of the
"N new mill was commenced yesterday mor-

/ Thus weeka from yesterday Guiteau

year

word to say
City and vicinity,

Mr. R, Kanters and sons, John D. and

Fortt-beven cars were required to Leendert T.,
transport Foiepaugh'sshow.

Joslin, the wide swake

We

City.

Mr. 0. Breyman, our

Two men

^

express agent,

gloriesin the acquisition of

wagon.

a

fine

to

new

Bliss,

during

The Chicago

summer.

way

A West Michigan

and wishes to announce to the Ladies
of Holland and vicinity, that she is able
Rail- to suit the most fastidioustastes with the
latest styles

are selling tickets to

were slightly injured on the

Church

of this city,

was

in

town

week

this

TRIMMINGS,
Give her
see for

a

other

lace

of Chicago, who have been visitingfriends

of

dry goods, ginghams,

colors, parasols,

and a

Olive last Monday

“LAKE SHORE”

fine and

April

ITEMS.

___

felt

bats, gee special notices.

of the season were

List of lettersremaining in the post-

Extra Super,

and that Smith has added

to

headed

The
looking over our new advertisements

similar one at Pittsburg, Pa.

of

Steam Fitting and Pump
Driving promptly done

and cheaper grades of Carpets.

on short notice.

OIL CLOTH. MATTING, ETC.,
Very cheap

at the store of

12-2m MEYER. BROUWER A CO.

the beauty

of the surrounding country, by building
busy making exten/ Ala meeting of Eagle Fire Eogine~Co\ a new picket fence, in front of his resisive improvementsin their mill. Wei
No. 1, held last Friday evening, Mr. dence. Now, Mr. Editor, why should not
hope to give our readers Tull particulars\J
Jacob Van Putten was elected as foreman the News have an " own correspondent”
the near future.
of the Company, in the place of Mr. R. E. to report, for the edificationof its readers,
Mr. A. R. Tucker, for many years chief Werkman, who resigned to fill the office of the doings of the Smiths and Joneses of
repairer of the Chicago & West Michigan^ Chief Engineer of the Department.
their locality.
telegraph lines, resigns his position to-day

ETEW STOCK
—

Prompt attention given to

-

OF

Sheet Iron.
R.

lull

received

el

E.

HEROLD, JEWELRY STORE
J. ALBERS,

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

00

Clocks which bsve beeneold for $4, are
arse and elegant itock ’.of FINE Ladiea and
Gentlcman'aShoen, Gaiters and 81 ppors,

now for sale at $8. The entire stock on
hand will be sold at that rate. Plated
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.

-:o:-

Oct.

;

;

prospectsare very encouraging,the

CALL AND SEE US.
B.

late

this

gan. He was unable to

investigate the everything in securing the patronage and

matter on account of the heavy sea at the
*

Machineryof
The nnderalgned desires to call the attention of
the people of Hollandand vicinityto the fact that
he haa purchasedthe

summer tourist, and

will undoubtedly be

were so prompt

in the

discharge of their duty. The “fakirs" were

taken to Grand Haven where

we

they will be summarily dealt with,

hope

and from

a

now

being delivered, Were it not for the commons,
careful examination of its con- find poor picking.

tents we are enabled to speak of its fulness, accuracy

I notice

several of the

and complete reliability. have stopped here

t

cattle

would

home taking

Mr. P. Te

"newcomers"

of trial.

This

is

GIVE HE A CALL.

prominence, and our people should 6e proud

four hundred dollars, has already been
Colony. subscribed, with a fair prospectof getting
We do not assume that the book has not a sufficientamount added to that donated

at 1

out their pledge.

DRYING OF LUMBER WR SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anythlngln oar lias manufactured on abort
notlc.
WERKMAN A VAN ARK.

88-lr

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

ON

R. A.

RRAYMAN

At the old place of

L

T. Ksntere.

An entire new itock of

cor. Fish.
F.

Holland, Mich., April St,

DIN UYL.

1881.

IS-ly.

Otto Breyman
-Dealer in

a place in your

FANCY GOODS,
CIGARS

and

TOBACCOS.

Complete and well selected stock of
Photo, and Autograph

columas, all right. Before

News:

It

As cheap

compares favorablywith any

as the cheapest.

Holland, Mich.. Feb.

local paper, publishedin this or any other

o'clock. Total

loss $75,000.

to

f,

1881

1-ly

be

Kremers & Dangs,

Pat.

the pulpit, subject: "Righteousnessand

Insured for $29,500. Two hundred and Good Results.” Evening, Rev.

A.

its

A.

An

almost endless variety of Ladies' and

Jewelry, Wetclies.

-deaien in— .....

Pfanstiehl, will occupy the pulpit,subject:

Children’s Fancy Collars and Fichus, may
give employ- "God’s Light."
be found at the store of D. BEKT8CH.
ment to most, if not all the men by
First Ref. Church, (Church Edifice)— He baa just received a new supply, and
running one or more of their saw-mills Services at 9 :80 a. m., and 2 p. m.
baa now on hand the finest assortment in H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
double time until the shingle mill is reFirst Ref. Church, (College Chapel)— the
l&-2w
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
built. They will, if possible, have the Services 9^0 a. m. and 2 p. m. The serwatches, so that our work can be warnew mill running about the 1st of Sep- vices will be conducted by the Theological Families who wish to be supplied with ranted.

The company will

city.

tember. The three night-watchmen on Student, Stegeman.
duty did not dfaeeiWJhe fire in time to
Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas•avetbe mill with the steam-pump, al- tor; services at 9:80, a. m. and 2 p. m.
ways ready for use. They were eating Rev. Niemeyer, will occupy the pulpit.

ice

orders st the hsrdwtre store of

15-8w

R.

KANTERS A SONS.

lunch and did not discover the

fire

Cream.

burned.

for Children’s

Day."

I

do the work In first-class mioner.

n*. »*»«*:
PAINTS, OILS, ETC.
Having purchased the

during the summer will please leave

A new lot of laces just opened st D.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— SerBERTSCH’S, Spanish, French, Torchon,
until the alarm was given by the whistle vices at 9:30 a. m. and 2 p. m., Rev. G.
English,Valenciennes, etc., in Black,
of the locomotivedrawing the express due Hemkes, officiating.
White and
18-9w
at midnight from the east. The origin
Methodist EpiscopalChurch— Rev. M.
of the fire is not known, but oae of the D. Terwllliger,Pastor. Morning, Opening
Parties desiringto have their lawns
owners thinks it was started by heated with Baptism of children. Subject, trimmed, will address MR. JOHN
journal. No lumber or other buildings "Duty." Evening, A full programme KERKBOF, Holland,who is prepared to
their

KILET

IDR/IT

shingle-mill at

sixty men and boys #ere employed in the

mill.

STEAM

closing I must say a word in favor of the

Grand
Religious services for to-morrow:
county, (this is not taffy,) and ought
Haven, owned by the Grand Haven LumHope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor.
found in every house in the county.
ber company was burned Wednesday Morning, Prof. Chas. Scott, will occupy
morning

A

Don't forget the place No. 1M, Eighth street,

to possess so fine a record of this

a sad blow to the merrits are substantial.The publishers
man who are among are a reliable firm, and more than carry

our most respected people.

The mammoth

Store

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

on suspicionturned over to the officer some money. At one o'clock he was the imperfections incident to such works, by the Conference,to build a nice comarraigned and plead "not guilty," and was but can vouch that they are of a minor modious edifice. Now then, Mr. Editor,
given in charge of the Marshal until the and unimportant character,while its if you deem these rambling remarks worthy
ing,

day

WE HAVE

sup-

Vaarwerk who was arrested Friday morn-

parents of this young

Re-Sawing Done.

a view, I underand making them-

character yet issued. The Holland colony are agitating the quertion of building a
per and discovered the theft immediately and Holland matters generally receive full church. I understand between three and
on his return to the saloon.

on

with

The publishershave spared no pains or stand, of buying land
Last Thursday between the hours of 5 expense in producing in every way
selves homes. There is room here for any
and 7 o'clock p. m. the saloon of R. A. satisfactory volume, creditable alike to number of such excellent people, for they
Hunt, In the First Ward, was broken into themselvesand to these important coun- are, as a rule, sober, honest, and Indusand between twenty and thirty dollars ties.' In binding, paper, and typography trious,— a gain to any community.
were taken from the money drawer. Hunt, it is not excelled by any work of a similar
The members of the M. E. Church here
the saloon keeper, was

Planing, Matching,

region, but do not advise people to leave

_

ROCERY

wh«

satisfy all

AND THI

by thousands of people this sum-

Co., of Chicago, is

And we ere confidentwe can
want

thing that pertalna to a flrat-claaa

a borne in Michigan for the uncertainadtwo "drunks" and one
mer.
J
vantages of Dakota.
vagrant were arrested last Wednesday.
Lands here are being rapidly enclosed,
Considerable complaint hu been made
The new illustratedhistory of Ottawa so that the vexed question of animals
about thieves and gamblers following
and Muskegon counties, by H. R. Page A running at large will settle itself.
Forepaugh'sshow and we are pleased to

"fakirs"

the most Approved Pattern*,

the people living in this

.

visited

new shop we have purchase
entirely new

Grand Rapids, made application /Nkxt Monday morning work on thX being afflicted.One family here had
last week, for the situation of station L0[^ al Macalawa par^ wni be com-iwven children down with them at one
First Ward Grocery House
agent at Zeeland, saying he consideredAnenced with a sufficient number of men, I time.
that an important position since it fur- lfun(jer t|je direction of Architect J. R. I Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lawrence have
niRMRfl • rnnrtiriatAfYir fVincrrMan Rr lain-.
.........
nishesa candidate for Congress. He 1b j Kleyn, to complete the building in four' just returned from Dakota, having spent
COR. EIGHT ft FISH STREETS,
ready to accept it, just as soon as Mr. VteeQ day8_ The dock Is finished and the the winter visiting children and friends
Goozen Is called to assume his Congres18 in good order foraDy nuraber of
there. They speak very highly of that and la prepared to serve the public with ever

Washington.

rebuilding our

splendid facilities for shipping, there is no

grand reason why we should not rival the once
country of ours. "Nothing is lost by famous St. Joe region.
Meules of the most malignant type,
credenceof

In

of

see that bur officers

87-ly

Planing Mill

FROM

harbor, the was without doubt the "biggest day" Hol- has fairly began, and the time is not far
corpse of a person, which he supposed to land has ever seen, and shows plainly, distant when fruit growing will be the
be that of a man, floating in Lake Michi that advertising largely and plentifully is leading industry in this locality. With our

Five

1881.

FHOEasrrx:

HEROLD.

frosts not having injured the buds; this

Capt. F. R. Brower, of the steam yacht
Ten to twelve tnousana people greeted cannot be said of the interior of the
Henry F. Brower, reported seeing last Forepaugh’s show last Wednesday. It State. The "boom" in peach planting

sional duties at

15.

Hollavd, Mich., Sept 1,1680.

V#

man

HOLLAND, MICH.

8th Street,

/

time.

THE

IN PRICES IN

--

paW

Tuesday, a few miles off

& SONS.

GREAT REDUCTION

residents of the eastern part

have not our readers will notice that the steam the delusion that the "Lake Shore" is
yacht Henry F. Brower will commence
noted chiefly for its sand hills and pine
making regular trips on Macatawa Bay,
stumps;
as to the sand we have sufficient
The schr. R. Kanters, which came into
next Monday morning, leaving the dock
quantity,
but pine stumps are fast disthis port two weeks ago, has been "paintat 8:80 a. m. and 1:30 p. m. The fare is
appearing,
and I hazard the prediction,
ed up" and some minor repairs have been
25 cents for the round trip.
that
in
a
few
years the "Lake Shore”
made. The Kanters is a large and fine
will
be
as
thriving,
as rich, and as
schooner and with her new coat of
The dwelling of Mr. John Holman,
looks "aa pretty as a picture." y
I ,itaatedon the road from Zeeland to desirable a place to live in, as any In
Western Michigan. It is certainly one of
The party given by nine of our young\ Vriesland, was totally destroyed by fire,
the healthiest
men last Monday evening, was a decided!
ifternoon of June 7th. Besides
Wheat is looking finely and the acreage
success. Dr. D. M. Gee’s orchestra fur- \the value of the property, on which there
is the largest since the country wu settled
nlshed the music. All who partiepated Wa8 00 lD8Urance, Mr. Holman loses about
corn and potatoes are just being planted
reported having a "splendid time," and ex- ^*veD hundred dollars in cash, together
oats and grass look well; while the fruit
pressed the desire to have these parties With papers of value.\ Mr. U. was visited

/

BANTERS

this county, seem to labor under

•

with a like calamity in 1872.

all

work in Tin, Copper and

BOOTS A SHOES

successor is to be, we

"frequently repeated."

ILE.

1

Gas,

Ingrain

from our own correspondent,"in which

"

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.

Messrs. Becker & Beukema, proprietors

learned.

OIL STOVES,

DRAIN

Mr. Editor:— I notice in some of the

of "City Mills," are

yet

Garden Tools, Lawn Mowers,

1882.

20,

Brussels,

noticed last Tuesday, passing through office at Holland,Mich., June 8th, 1882: "our own correspondent"proceeds to
town en nmfo for Macatawa Park. It is George Barritt,L. Kingsley, E. H. Perry, announce the Startling fact, that Jones
about time for the "boom" to commence. A. C. West.
contemplates constructing a new corn crib,

Who his

Doors, Sash and Glass,

Yourself.

New Slock of

laces,

local papers of the State, columns

a

and

call

returned home last Wednes- large assortmentof gentlemen’sstraw and

first "campers"

to accept

ETC.,

CARPETS REFRIGERATORS,

morning, making the
enjoying the pleasures of Macatawa Bay.
regular passenger train from here one
Mb. D. Rertsch has just received a large hour late at Muskegon.

Mr. Geo. BirkhoffandMr. Vandorkloot, stock

evening.

White Lead, Brushes, Etc,

of

Holland, Mich.,

W.

Flowers, of Greenville, Chicago & Wept Mich. Railway, jumped
Mich., formerly pastor of Grace Episcopal
the track between this City and West

•

The

Hats and Bonnets

any extent.

Rev. E.

keep on kind a Ml stock of

pest- style of

new cases were reported,all in large

families.

We

A car of the 10:45 freight train on the

It is a beauty.

Thursday; one at Muskegon, the
at Hears.

day

the

crat.

Chicago & West Michigan Railway last

in this city,

on River Street, next to the drug store
of D. R. Meengs, where she is prepared
to furnish the public with all the lal
alest

Macatawa park,
at the mouth of Macatawa Bay, for |1
A boy of about eight years of age was
the round trip. Macatapa la becoming
run over by a horse and buggy last
famous as a summer resort.— A&pan DemoWednesday morning, but was not injured
this

Setera^ street lamps bare been
up lately and add greatly to the appeary

express

hear it rumored that Supt.

is to have his residence in this city,

.N
put

j

in

of the Chicago & West Michigan Railway,

Thursday.

Ngnpe of the

in

house at Grand Rapids last Tuesday, and

day evening.

jeweler, of Grand Rapids, was In town last

/

A Small-pox patient died

Chicago last Thurs-

five

W. H.

Hr.

lelt for

I'aalsn In—*—

MILLINERY STORE General Hardware

to

another column.— See advertisement

(will swing off Into eternity.

Kanters & Sons,

hat opened a

^

Mrs. G. W. Frink, has a
the people of this

ning.

MEHTGrS R.

Miss M.

Wednesday.

8«tard>7 wu J»ff Dirii' blrthd.j] /oR4!,D fupid, debf.le. tht Fourth of

Excklxjeht weather this week.

/v

for strawberry

festivals.

Goods are warrantep "good will" of
to be Just as represented.
will endeavor to

All the

I will

also keep on hand a fall Has of

SPECTACLES
a—

T.

entire stock and

E. Annis

A

Co.,

we

merit, by fair treatment

and boneit competition,a share of

the

patronage of this public.

—and

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Come and examine onr stock. No
trouble to show Goods.

O.

BREYMAN.

Holland. Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 4$-ly

Physicians Prescriptionscarer
hilly

Compounded.
KEMER8 A BANOS.

Holland, Mich.,

April

19th. 11-ly

•

>i

.?;irlTTOt

\\ji

\\

HE

IVOVI.D BE A WASOIf.

j

The CunniMt thiug I evei be^rd,
The formlMt thing thmt«rer occurred.
Am tho story of Mffc MelfluMe Byrde,
^\ ho wanted w be a Mason.

:

She followed round, thla inqutattlfewlf\
And nagged him and teased httu half out of hl» Ufe
Bj to terihioatetbisuuhallou^t rtnfe,
He u n»euted at last to Kinut h or.
disguiseher from bonnet and aboon,
lbi-> iMiouliiveiady agreed U) put on
Hia b:vfUi— ah ! forgiveme— I meant pantaloona;
And miraculously did they H- her.
fl

-

•», to

,

could peruse it without being suspected.
tainly very striking. Both were slen- This paper contained these words
“ Feigh illness, and be showil to a priderly built, about five feet eight inches
in height, of dark complexions, black vate apartment. I will be there to comhair and eyes, with shghtly-aquiline plete the design."
In a few minutes the Duke, who’ had
noses, cold, stern, haughty, sinisterexpressions, and between 45 and 50 years been furtively watching the Count, remarked with seeming oonoern that he
of age. Each saw himself in fhe other,
as in a glass ; and to men of their pe- feared his Lordship was ill
culiar temperaments the counterpart
The Count certainly did appear rather
was not pleasingto either.
faint, but affected to believe it only a
“Who are you!” demanded tho Duke, temporary ailment, which would speediin an imperious tone.
ly puss away. The nobles exchanged
“Your equal!" was the sharp reply. glances, ami each breathed freer as he
“Sir, you forget your manners ”
had discoveredthe victim in other than
“ Sir, you have not shown any 1 ”
himself.
“S’death, sirrah! do you know in
But the Count, instead of getting
i whose presence you stand ?” cried the
nt, and
better, seemed to grow more faint,
j Duke.
]
his kind host suggested that he should
“No more than youraelf !” was the be shown to a private apartment and his
naughty answer.
chief physician be summoned.
“I am the Duke of Francavella !” ,
11 accept the kind offer of your
“ I will
Grace, with many thanks I ” said the
“ And I the Count of Palmera !”
At the mention of this title, the at- Count, in a low, faint tone.
I tendaut of the Duke gave a slight, quick
“ I will do myself the honor to attend
i start, and fixed his eyes searcliingly
your Lordship ” was the courteous re! upon the stranger.
ply. “ My*Lords and gentlemen, pray
“ I am glad at least to hear you are a
exefise a brief absence I I will shortly
nobleman," pursued the Duke, “ as the rejoin
“
thought of having my likeness borne bv
He offered his arm to the Connt, who
a plebeian would have been too humilleaned heavily on it, and thus they left
iating. It is said, Count, aud my eyes the ball. Passing through the anteconfirm the report, that you and I look room, they entered one hung with damremarkably alike, which is a fact very ask, and richly furnished. The Led
displeasing,to me. ”
Mask, who had'left the banqueting hall
.

!

The lodge waa at work on the Master’sdegree, The Ught was ablazeon the 1 etter 0 ;
High so*red the pillars J and B.
The ffleer* sat like Solomon,wiw;
The hr mstone burned amid horrid cries;
The gist roamed wildly through the rt him ;
The candidate begged them to let him go home;
, And the devil himself stood up at the east,
••

Aa btosd aa an alderman at a feast,
When in vanie Mra. Byrde.
Oh. horrible acunda! oh, hornbie sight!
Can it bo that Maaona take delight
In -pending thnalhe hours of night:
Ah could their wivea and daughters know
The unutterabletbinge they say and do.
Their feminine heartawould burst with woe!
Bat thla ia not all my atory.
Three Masons Joined in a hideona ring,
The candidateshowling like eyerthing,
And thus in tones of death they aing
ITtKyeaodidate’s name was Morey):
M Blood toAJriukand bones to crack,
Skulls to smash and lives to take.
Hearts to crush and souls to burn,
Give old Morey another turn.
And make him grim end gory."

i

''

,

a,

Unable to speak a single word.

She staggered and fell In the nsareatchair
On the
junior warden there,
he left of the
t
And acaroelynoticed,ao loud the groan*,
That the fhalr waa made of human bones.
Of human bo nee 1 On grinning akuHa
That ghaatlythrone of horror rolls.
Thoee skulls, the akullalhat Morgan bore:
Those bonee, the bonea'lhat Morgan wore.
His acalp across the top waa flung,
Hit teeth around the anna were atrung.
Never in all romancewas known
Bach usea made of human bone.
There came a pause— a pair of paw*
Beached through the floor, up sliding doors,
And grabbed the unhappy candidate!
How can I, without tears, relate
The lost and ruiuad Morey's fate?
She saw him sink in fiery ho e,
be heard him scream, “ My soul ! My aonl !"
Willie roars of fiendishlaughter roll.
And drown the yells for mercy,
“ Blood to drink," etc., etc.

The ridiculouswoman could stand no more,
he faintedand fell on the checkered floor,
’Midst Ml the diabolicalroar.
yon ask me, did befall
Byrde? Why, nothing at all—
dreamed she bed been in e Mason's hall

What

then,

Mehl table

he

,

'

!

you.”

has just issued a bulletin

giving statistics of the manufactures of twenty
of the principal cities in the United States during the census year— June 1, 1879, to

May

SI,

1889. They have been tabulated so as to show

Pah-Kite

the number of establishments fn each, the
amount of capital invested,the number of
hands employed,ami the value of the products,
aud arranged In the order of. tho value of the
manufactures produced,as follows
:

JfWdb*
Unli- . Capital.

mnU.

ploy'd.

|

New York.,
riulailelp

Chicago ....
Brooklyn.
Boston .....
St. Louis...
Cincinnati..
Baltimore.
Pittsburgh.
SanFr’nc’o.

Newark

SENEOY F0S

Em-

Rheumatism,

Product

Neuralgia,

4r

MR 217,9775488,209,248
8,871 170, 4 W, 191 173,862 304,591,723
8,479! 64, 177, •1113 77,601 241,043,R07
6,089 66,621,899 45,226 169,757,590
3,5211 42,730,184 56,813 123,866,137
2,8rt6; 43, 386, 783 39,724 104,383,587
3,231| 43,278,732 52,184 94,869,105
3,396
38,78", 1U8 65.201 75,621,388
1,071) 80,978,902 34*465 74,241,889
2,860; 29,417,246 26,062 71, CM, 385
23,919,115 29,232 66,234,525
1,299
555 11,829,915 10,688 59,581,141
1,033 18,134,78921,499 47,352,208
1,137
34,183.3(11 16,838 40,003,205
1,186
23,57.1,932 21.3311 39,590,653
82!
1 >,811,405 19,6*0
38,9 6,138
1,06-i 19, .583, 013 16,569 32,381,783
875 14,202,159 15,002 28,303,581
'' 906
8,401,390 9,437 18,341,006
6,88 1, ‘22(1 7,116 11,611,185
Ml

11,1(521164, 917,

'ia

.

« SAFE ADC SUII

__

Ilmul*

,

....

Jersey City.
Cleveland .
Buffalo,...,
Providence.
Milwaukee..
Louisville..
Detroit.....
.

NewOrleans
Washington

Cramps,
Cholera,
Diarrhoea,
Dysenterj.

Sprains

AND
Bruises,

Famine* and Dwelling*.
Burns

Census bulletin No. 282 gives several interesting details of the census,
ulate

a

3

follows

which we

: Total population,

AND

recapit-

50,155,783;

area in square miles, 2,900,170— this does not

include 69,850 square miles in the Indian and

Scalds,

_

other unorganized territory. The number of
Toothache
before them, was standing there, as if families is 9,945,915, and the number of dwellAND
ings 8,955.812 ; the number of persons to a
awaiting their coming. As the duke
•e mile is 17.29, and of families to a square
Venice, Count !”
assisted his guest to a divan, the Rod
3.43 ; dwellings to a square mile, 3.92 ;
Headache.
“So I think, Duke !”
Mask quietly closed and bolted the door. acres to a person, 37.01 ; acres to a family,
FOB SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
I may hope then you will take early
Then producing a small ropel with the 186.62 ; persons to a dwelling,5.60 ; personsto
a familv, 5.04. The followingare given as the
leave of o ir proud city !”
slip-knotof a hangman, he glided up to
“T was in hopes
n
your Grace had made the Duke, as he bended over the Count
arrangements to quit this country I”
Son/
and throwing the noose around his neck
fauulic-M. duelling*.
“You are insolent, Connt !"
drew it tight, and strangledhim before
249,127
.... 24 <961
Alabama ..................
“ So are you, Duke !”
he could comprehend his murderous de- Arkanoa*.................
149,377
.... 1)4.272
101,t(37
....
177,.
'>08
“By the bones of St Mark!” the sign aud raise his voice for help. When California ................
1(18,438
Duke began, in a malignant rage ; but, the Duke was quite dead, the mask was Connecticut .................. 136,8!>8
249,474
...................
suddenly recollectinghimself, , he removed and the face of Antonio ap- Georqu
.... 5IH.9.14
538.221
Uliiioi*....................
375.225
stopped,smothered down his anger, aud peared before the Count.
ludmuu ...................... 391,203
301, W7
.... 310,894
added, in quite a different tone, with a
.... 197.679
189,432
“ Quick, my Lord ! ” said Antonio,
forced smile : “ Your pardon, Count ! I
.... 3(12,631
286,000
pale aud trembling at what he kad done; Kentucky .................... 192,833
174,867
am too hasty. It is not the fault of “ disrobe, put on the dress of the Duke, Louisiana................
124,936
Maine ....................... 141/43
either of us that we look alike. L‘ wo
155,070
....
175,318
return to the hall, and be lord of the Maryland ................
281,188
cannot be friends there is no need of our
Ma*sachu*etts ........... ... 379,710
palace. If you succeed in deceivingthe Michigan ..................... 336,973
321,514
being enemies ; but, as the first provoca136,438
assembled guests— which I trust your Minneeote ................... 143,374
tion proceeded from me, I will hope
208,297
.... 216,035
close resemblance will enable yon to do Mlsstosippi ...............
869,180
to remove it by a proper apology, and
Missouri.................
—we are safe ; if you fail, wo are lost
mioa
New J.r*ey ............. .... 232,309
trust we may be passing friends after
772.312
Leave the Duke’s body to me. I can put New York ....................1,078,905
264,305
....
270,994
all.”
North Carolina ..........
it forever beyond human sight, where its
586,664
Ohio ........................ 641,907
The Count bowed and replied :
776,134
bones will keep company with those of Penns vl van ................ 840,432
“lam disposed to meet your Grace
191,914
South Carolina ..........
more than one of his victims.”
275,734
Tennessee ................... 286,339
half way, in either anger or friendAssisted by Antonio,the Count of Pal- Texas ....................
287,562
..... 297,139
ship.”
265,611
..... 282/155
mera was soon dressed in the gorgeous Virginia .................
108,849
“I thank your Lordship ! and trust robes of the Duke of Francavella,and West Virginia................. 111,732
239,381
Wisconsin ...... .............. 251,530
you will honor my banquet, on Friday
the counterfeit was so perfect that none
evening next, with your presence,when
but a wife could have detected the difI will do myself the pleasure to introference.
NATIONAL FINANCE.
duce your Lordship to some of the first
The feeble and rmaclitftd, nfferin* from dyspepaisor
Remember your Grace is now Duke
nobles of Venice ! ”
tadi*«*tion in any form, are advised, for tie lake of thetr
Public Debt Statement,
“ I will endeavor to be present and do of Francavella,and say your guest ia
Following is a statement of tho pub- own bodily and mental comfort, to try Hosts ttor1*
Stomsch Bitters.Ladle# of tbe most delicate 00 nstl loall by
bv the
the mormyself that honor, so please your Grace!” much better and will be well
lic debt at the close of busineM June
tion tostlfy to its hsrmlessand ita restorative properties.
row
1”
were
the
instructions
of
Antonio.
replid the Count.
Extended 6’a .........................
4 74,100,900
The plan of the iniquitous schemer Extended 5’a ..........................401,503,900 Physicianseverywhere,disgustedwith tbe adulterated
“ Tis well. Antonio (turning to his
liquors of commerce, prescribe it as the aafeat and mot*
attendant),see that his Lordship has succeeded perfectly, and all the guests Jour and one-n&i:per cent, bond* ..... 250,000.000 tellable of all stomachics.
Four per oenU ........................738,871,450
that night retired in the belief that the
$y For tale by all Drogflitaand Deaton cenOTally.
proper conduct from the palace.”
Refundingcertlfientea................. 476.550
false
Duke
was
the
real.
Navj
petition
fund
..................
1^,000,000
With polite bowa, forced smilss, and
m. ITDli l PlIMM, OF imil, BM..
suitable adienx, the Venetian and Span
The next day the Count of Palmera
also, Duke !”
4 There should be but one such face in

“

Tremblingwith horror atood Mrs. Byrd

' \.

f

Amerieau manufactures.
The Census Bureau

;

Her husband, Tom Byrde, a M uon trus
Aa ir)od a Mason aa any of you
/
He l* tyler of Lodge Cerulean Blue,
And tyiea and deliver* the enmmons due,
And she wanted to be a Mason, too,
TUia ridlcnlou*Mra. By:de.

An^

PERRY DAVIS’

FIACRES FROM THE CENSUS.

then seemed to reflect In this mood
he held the small paper, which he had
just received,in such a way that he

accepted the invitation of the nobleman,

‘

And

to

me

.W

,

I

HlRTjirtBjs

.

!

in

THE RED DEATH MASK.
A Venetian Legend.
About the middle of the seventeenth
eeitury there lived in Venice a certain
haughty Duke, bo rich and powerful as
lobe feared by friend as well as foe ; for
that was a period of constant murder and
assassination, and a mere whim, or unjust suspicion, was often sufficient to
jring the deadly poison or secret stil
hi
etto to bear upon those supposed to b#
in highest favor.
It was the custom of this nobleman to
give costly banquets in the great hall of
nis palace ; but there was always one
thing to mar the festivity of the occasion
— the constant dread of some secret
gent of death. It was known that of
those who attended these feasts some
one or more generallydied shortly, and
not infrequently in a manner to lead
to the suspicionof secret poison ; and
this knowledge filled the minds of all
with dread, though none dared remain
way on this account, lest what they
most feared should happen through the
anger of him who was powerful enough
to reach them anywhere in Venice.

Biffin5

1

1

:

Total intereat-fcearlng debt .......... $1,478,952,800

S

ish nobleman separated, each secretly
hating the other with a bitter and dead
ly hate.
As Antonio left the presence of his
noble master, he seized the first opportucitv to say to the Count
“ My Lord, I have a private word for
your ear.”
“I listen.”

13,«40;iC5_
appeared in St. Mark’s place and other Matured debt ...........
Lej;al tenders ............ 846,740,826
parts of Venice in his own proper per- Certificate* of deposit
12,330,000
son. This destroyed the suspicionthat tiuid aud ailver certificates ..................71,791,640
he had been poisoned, as all at the banFractionalcurrency ..... 7,049,5o3
quet believed ; and those who had the
437,911,969
Total without Interest.
night before taken leave of him as the
5.726
Duke of Francavellanow congratulated UnclaimedPacific railway interest. ....
him on his recovery as the Connt of
Total debt ...........................
$1.931,:!l*4,9.'8
Total interest .......................12,273,991
Palmera.
Cash In treasury .......................242,103,768
“ We are countrymen.”
In fact, this proved to be one of the
“Indeed?”
Debt lesa cadi In treasury ......... $1,701,475,157
most successful and remarkable impost“ies,” pursued Antonio, speaking ures ever known ; and it was only Decreaae during .May ...............10,375.441
Decrease since uue 30, 1881 ... ...... . 139,123,654
low and in Spanish, “I know your through the dying confessions of the
Current llabilltlee
—
house well, and I would serve you. Count himself that the truth came out
1,475,531
due aud unpaid. ..........
at all, wdiieh many would not believe Interest
And what tended still more to mystery Your life is in danger here.”
14,440,165
Debt ou which Interest has ceased.
even
then.
Long
before
this
event,
624.555
Interest thereon ........................
and fear on these occasions of festivity
“So I believe.”
'
Gold and silver certificates............. 71,791,640
however,
the
Red
Death
Mask
had
was the presence of the red mask. Next
“I think this banquet is giveu exUnited State* notes held for redemption
ceased to appear, because of the real
12,330.000
to the lord of the least, on his left hand, pressly to destroy you.”
of certificatwofdepnati. ......
141,441.676
death of Antonio, whom his new master Cash balance availableJune 1,
Iwava sat a silent,mysterious figure, in
“I had my fears."
red domino, with a blood-red mask
“Yet, if you will come to it, and fol- had murdered in turn, for fear of being
Total .............. .................
* 242,103,768
concealing every feature. No one could low my instructions, you shall not only himself murdered or betrayed by the
Available
,
ay who he was and only conjecture why be saved, but may become the Duke of only one who possessed his fatal secret Cssh
In treasury ......................
9 342,103,768X
80 crime always leads on to crime.
he was there. His face was never seen Francavella.”
Bonds issued to Pacific railwaycompanies, interest pavsble in lawful money,
_ his voice was never heard. He ate
“How? Speak!"
64,623.512
principaloutstanding............... 9
and drank with the rest, but never
A Leetle Late.
1,615,5.87
Interest accrued and not yet paid ......
“Seem indifferentto my remarks,
spoke. Before the guests separated he now, my Lord— for all beneath this roof
yrntmiffE COMPOUND.
When the oil excitement was at ita Interest paid by United Htatea. ........ 53,405,977
Interestrepaid by companies —
always rose, gave his liand to the noble are spies upon each and every other, height hundreds of Ohio farmers drilled
15,112,847
Bv transportationservice ........ .....
IiaPoa^WeCure
host, and then went slowly, solemnly and if I be suspected of what I am say- wells in search of the liquid fortune, By eaau payments of 5 per oenu ol net
655,198
earnings.............................
And silently around the table, shaking ing my life will not be worth a gong. and in a very few cases the farmer came
of Interestpaid by the United
hands with each. This done, lie glided Have you ever heard of the Red Death out ahead of expenses. One of the Balance
HwlU cure entirely »b# wont form of Femoto Oona
States. .............................. 37,617,980
plaints,aU ovariantremble*, Inflammation and Uleare
cut of the hall, through a private door, Mask, my Lord !”•
poorest farms in Medina county was
Uon. railingand DtoptooamenU, and the eona#«n**l
ComptrollerKnox’s Statement.
and was not seen again until the reowned by Elder Smith, who kept the
“ Never to my knowledge.”
Bplnal Weakness, and la particularly
adapted to the
Tbe following is tbe bank-note (statement of
'
assembling of the guests at another ban“It is briefly this : On the nights of even tenor of his way, aud looked upon
Change of lift.
quet. As all believed that he was the festivitya figure in red domino and red the excitementas ungodly. One night tbe Comptrollerof tbe Currency:
It will dtoaolreand expel tumora from the utoruatn
NATIONAL BANKS.
Duke’s secret poisoner, he was regarded
an early etegeof developmentTheit^deocy^^.
some
of
the
boys
emptied
a
barrel
of
oil
mask sits near the Duke. At the close
Amount ontaUndingJuue 20, 1874 ...... $349,894,181 aarouahumor* thereto checked very apeedfly by tie ma
with awe and dread, and came in time to
861,861,450
of the feast tins figure shakes hands into a spring on the elder’s farm, and Jau. 14, 1875 ............................
It remove# fatotn#*#, flatulency, destroys all eiavtat
be spoken of and known as the Red
with all present, ancr it is rare that some within a day or two, by the help of a May 31, 1878 ...........................322,555,965 for stimulants, and relieve# weaknaea of theatomach.
Death Mask. How his fatal purpose one of the number does not die shortly stranger, there was a great hue and cry. At date (circulationof nationalgold not
included,$889,334) ....................
358,986,000 It curea Koating, Headache*, WervouaFroetratlo a.
was effected, none could say ; but it was
after. Does, your Lordship compre- The stranger called upon the elder and Decreaae during la*» month .............1,176,320 General DebBlty, lleepletsee. Deprretoonand IndSIncn-aae since June
1881 ..............
6,933,507
conjecturedthat upon one of his jeweled
offered him $5,000 for his farm— then
hend?” . V,* f ~
‘STfrenn. of bearingdew*, eaurtnf pain, weigh!
LKOAL-TKNPFB WOTK*.
_
o__
it was known as the
fingers
he wore wnal
$10,000— then $20,000, and finallyasked Amount oatataodmgJune 20, 1874 ...... $382,000,000 and backache,to alwaya permanently cured bylfsuae.
“I
think
I
do—
flecret
poison
!
Death- Rina"— * ring curiously con14, 1875 ........................
382,000,000
It will at all time# and mdecaMcirrumetanceeacIt*
him if he would take $25,000 cash down. Jan.
structed withdeadlv poison in the in“ Through the Death Ring, my Lord.”
Retired under act Jan. 14, 1875, to May
harmony with the law* that govern the femaleeytoem.
The farm was worth about $800, and
31, 1878 ..........
................
85,38,98
enreof Kidney Oomplatoto of either m* tMp
terior— which could be injected, by a
“Av I well?’*
Outetaudlng on and xlnce May 31, 1878.. 346,681,016
Compound to unaurpeeeed.
sudden pressure upon a concealed
11 When thi* Bed Mask
takes your speculation was ungodly, but tiie elder On deposit with the Trenaurerof tbe
replied to all offers:
TrwT*. PIlTKHAirS
United Htatea to redeem note* of In•pring, into the hand of anv one taken in hand bn that night,/ he will leave within
rOUXDto prepared ei » and m Weetern Avenue,
solvent and liquidating banka and
“I
will wait and consult the Lord in
apparent friendship ; and from the mor- it a paper of mstruction, which you
banka retiring circulation,under the
IgniLKea.
PrtcefL Six
Lrna.1 ------bottle# for#!. Sent by mail
prayer.”
net of June 20, 7874 ...................33,563.834
tal effects of which — though no wound, must find an Opportunityto read in
fa the form of pQto, also lathe form of loeengee, e*
In three or four days the sell was dis- InCreane in depot! ta last month ......... 2,633,780
receipt of price, |1 perboi for either. Mre Flakhe*
however slight, could be discoveredat flecret and <oU6w to the letter."
329,175
covered, and then some one asked the luureaae hi depoal-asIuam June 1, 1881
freely aniwereall lettmuof inquiry. Send foespeaopfcthe time — not all the medical skill of
“ How ao you know this?”
CUHllKNCY.
elder if he wasn't sorry he had refused
lafc Addnee as abore. Mmticm (Me Faptr.
The United State# currencyoutotandingaggreVenice coMd save the victim.
“I know it, ipy Lord , that must sufgate*
tho offer of $25,000.
Ko family ahould be wtttomtLTDIAK HWXHAgt
In the }vfery xenith of Lit life and fice for the present. Will your Lordship
“Well, I don’t want to say I'm sorry,”
LIVER Pm*
eeaettpetton,bOiourea^
come
and
seize
a
dukedom
?”
power, the Dilke oAe day received the
tad torpidity of the fiver. » canto per box.
he calmly replied. “ but I’ll admit that
The Wrong Woman.
“Rut how that?”
singular intelligence that* a gentleman
*r«#l4 by «n
if the Lord hadn’t been a leetle late in
“You shall know if you come."
had made his appearance in Venice, so
Mr,
Jones
was passing a dry-goods
answering my prayers Imighthavegone
26 COLORADO MINERAL SPECIMENS FOR S2.00.
“ I will come — though how am I to
closely resembling bim in facoand figure
store, when lie saw liis wife standing .'RITE FOR DEf -----“
to York State on a visit this summer.”—
that more than one^persouhad mistaken know yon mean me well ? ”
near a counter, and the idea occurred to TAMMEN A CO..
Wall
Street
News.
“ If I meant you ill, my Lord, what
him for his Grace, aud even some of his
him to give her a little start, ,80 be bold*
________________
_____ been thre
thrown so much need to warn you ? ”
Grace’s
friends had
ly walked in, and as she stood with her
The Chief Justice of the Irrih Com“True— it is enough— I will he here.”
into doubt as to nddreas the strangerfor
mon Pleas, who >s known as “Molehv book to him gave her a rousing slap on
himself, To one as proud and haughty : Punctual tn the appoiired time, the
the shoulder. The effect was not exMorrif ,” has a rich Gal wy brogue, which
as the Duke, the idea of another human Count of Palmera appeared at the banactly what he anticipated ; there was a
gives
much
amusement.
Recently
a
l»eing in tlm whole wide world looking quet of the Duke of Francavella. The
young junior rose timidly to make his hollow, reverberatingsound like the vilike himself was anything but pleasing^* Venetian receivod him with! apparent
brations of a smoke stack, the elegant
Wishingto get comptit*or partty-prinfdpapers, ooto
first motion in court, who had a hard
•nd the fact that this unknown counter pleasure, ahdv as he hftd 'promised, inbonnet wliich looked so familiar to him talning fresh and suitableump^ranM matttr,at very
Northern
brogue,
between
which
and
part was actually in Venice, causing troduced him to many a noble guest.
the Western there is a wide distinction. fell!oft, and a headless woman stood be- reasonablerates, ahould writ* ua, riving sire and stria ef
great talk and wonder, was irritatirgin The feast began and* wine circulated
fore; Jones, who realized the fact that he sheet, frequencyof toiue, and wbeiher It shall be wholly
freely’ At the elose came the hand- “ Sapel,” said .the Judge, leaning over had* taken the store dummy for his or partly printedhere. Estimate#furnishedon *11 atea*
the extreme.
“Who is this adventurer? this base shaking round of the dreaded Rod . to his Clerk of Court, “ hew is this fel- wife. There was considerable audible and kind* of paper#, and/alf parUculanriven Tmp*.
lah?” “His name is Hammond, my
mnet SoHtHm, showing how a firat-otaaalocal Tampa*,
counterfeit?” angrily demanded the Death Mask. Scarcelyone of all those
mirth as he sadly and silently retreated, ano! paper can be publishedweakly, M-weekly or mouth.
Duke. “ Of what nation is he ? and present that did not turn pale at the Lord.” A pause. “Sapel, fhaat part wondering bow
ho’ two women could look lj at a reryamaU outlay. Local Hem* set up and tat
thought that perhaps his own time had of the oounthry does he come from ?”
what brings him here ?"
But he did not say
*ya,
any- serted where desired. Address
so much alike.
“From
County
Donegal,
my
Lord.”
come at last. The County being a
None could answer./
thing
about
it at home ; it would have
Another pause. “Sapel, did yez iver
THE SEELY TEMPERANCEREADY-PRIHT,
“ Go, seek him out, and say it b my stranger,was the most indifferentof
coome across sich a froightful aooint in involved too many inquiries.— ZWro ft
any.
as
was
natural
he
should.
He
pleasure to see him at mv mlaoe.”
273 Soiitb FiankiiiSt., Chicago, 111.
Rost,
The ttUangur wue fouuo. Aud readily poured out more wine and oiauk, and the whole course ol yer lone ?”
.
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A platformwith sixteen planks was adopted. <
“
OCCUPATION GONE.9*
HI* Gratitude.
It reaffirms the Chicago platform of 1880; uiR. y. Fubcs, M. D., Buffalo,N. I.; I waa
7*. ELEVRWrH AKD POPLAK 8T*RrW,>
Flatteriaf Crop Reports from All Di- dor.-ea the action of the National Executive
attacked with congestion of the lungs, soreness
«
8t* Lou,a’ Mo * ““rd1 17« »WIm I
Committee at St. Louis ; epitomizes the ad- over the liver, severe pain m the joints, a burnrections.
H. H. Warner A Co : Sir t— For twelve yean
dress
adopted
by
that
committee,
and
reTrua— The Secretary of the Daliu (Texae)
ing fever and generalgiving away of the whole
I have suffered from kidney troubles until voui
iterates the principlesof the party pa system. Failing to find relief in remedied preSafe Kidney and Liver Cure wrought a wc aiderBoard of Trade makee the following Btatement
usually formulated by the Greenback conven- scribed, I tried tout “Golden Medical DiscoveEdition, 118,000 VtrB,
ful restoration of health. John M. Ward.
regarding the crop# in /Northern Texaa, made tion*; condemns option contract*, aud calls
ry.’’ It effectedmy entire cure. Your medinp from reportsreceivedby him from all Bee- for the criminal prosecution of all person* deal- cines have only to be used to be appreciated.
“What a generous man Jones Is!” said
a
Sasmiao, (Dearly three times the number
bone within that part of the State : Within the itm in them ; denounces the oction'of the LegSmith to Robinsonone day. “Trae,”
paet tin day* heavy rains have fallen generally
in any other Dict’y,) also containsa Blocrapfctb.e 8ui° Bolel-v l.u I tenths of the doctors would, like Othello, And
Robinson, warmly. “ You rarely And (me so.
foal DiotioBaxy giving brief Important facts
throughout Northern Texas, and numatnred the interest of the Democratic party a«.an at- their occupaUon gone. YotJs truly,
He is always giving himself away."
190,000 voter*, and aa a
concerning over 9700 noted persons.
crop* are growing very fast. It is the subject tempt to disfranchise
L. B. McMilham,M. D., Breesport, N. Y.
Recommendedby State Supt’sof Education la
of general remark among farmer* that thin has crime against suffrage which should be rebuked
Habitual costiveness afflicts millions of the
36 Btate«,and by 60 College Presidenta.
been the tao«t favorable aeaaon for even-thin g at the polls at the next election.The following
A little boy who was accustomed to say American people. Kidney-Wort will cun it
picket was then nominated : Judge of the Su- grace in the absenceof bis father had a youngsince 1870. '
;
6. A 6. MEtRIAIId CO* Pub’rs, Springfield,
Ma^
preme Court, Judge Rice, now representing er brother who found it hard to wait until grace
MiNNhsora akd Dakota.— Crop dispatches
A
gentleman
calling
upon
some
young
ladies,
j *6 old Seventh district in Congress, Superb | wa sever without helpiug bimrelf to some
gathered a 8t. Paul from Sonthwealern Min- indent of Public Instruction, E. R. Booth, of , of the good things near.
one who do much worsted work and likewise keep a
white poodle, inquired : “ Who knit the dog ?"
nesota and Soutiiem Dakota report favorable Iht h^y0**’ IWho*® Commissioner, H. M. i occasion, when oompany was present,
the young master of ceremoniesobweather and mall grains doing well at present.
Kidney- Disease. •
served the small boy helpinghimself liberally
In Nortberh Iowa the acreageof wheat ie 10
Pain, Irritation,Retention, Incontinence, C A.HEED .
to c«ke before the ble**ing was asked, so he deper cent, and that of corn 60 per cent, greater
Fonlon Green back era In Vlnlne.
0RISHHS.1
Deposits, Gravel, etc., cured by “Buclmpaiba."
liberatelysaid : “For what
than that of last year. Corn is nearlv all
The Fusion Greenback State Convention
what we
we are
are about
about to
to rere*1.
Semi
for
pamphlet
to
E.
S.
Wells,
Jersey
planted, hut the weather is still too "cold
aine met at Bauuoi
1st inst.-Dele,n„ n., ' himself to, the Lord make us truly thankful City, N.
Maine
Baugoi on the
the ,1st
for it to grpw well. / It ii baginnihg to come
-------------96t J. H. Thing wa* abo^n
' <
up,
iKrtvtYe/. in som& localities.
In Southern
Thousands of infants and children die at
D.-tkotawheat and smaU
iiiiAOta
small grain*
grains look
look fair, and !1 permanent Chiurman.
Chi.irman. Harris
Hirri* M. Ha1st</3
PltlstoJ w.-ut
__
_
this season of the year from Cholera Infantum
AT.rll
ifl all
<4
* VX I Vv
« valley
1 ail
a 1 * uomiuated
It
Akl\ for Governor. The
'T' l
I
BstaMlsheA
corn is
plnuted. In
the Minnesota
resolutions
Could Hard I j Mand on Her Feet
summer complaint. Thi* fearful disease can
nrain
Th^mm niantA/i
» <citt'ui*i—
I H ^ • Pierck. M.D., Buffalo, N k.; Ik'd? Sir— or
paxii hut
Luc corn is
i8 dnincr
doing. u-oit
well. Xhewro
piauted i adoiin-d declar*
declare in fnx-nr
favor of a
;*h
Hercliaoti,
be cured by Dr. Winched’* Teething Syrup,
' I muBt tell you what your medicine ha* done for
before this last cold snap is nearly all frozen in inc medium, couHistiug
gold
which never fail* to give immediate relief, oven
liiiuimun stuit,
me. Beforetakiugyour“FavoritePre*cripBefore taking your “Favorite Prescripthe ground. Farmers are now replanting, and filvfr and paper, all full legal tern ! me*
in the most severe case*. Sold by all Druggists.
CHICAGO.
with wann weather hereafter the crop may come der. controlled by the Government. „„(! riou '
hardly stand ou my feet, but, by
out all
the unrestricted coinageof gold and silver and lollowmg your advice,1 am perfectly cured.
W. A. ALLEN & CO
Pure cod-liver oil, from selected livers,on
ReviRXNCB—Baakwa and MarotunUsantrallj.
NEER.^KA.-Cropreports collectedtv the ! denounces the national-bank mtem a* oiie of I The "Favonto Pres motion” is a wonderful the seashore, by CasweU, Hazard A Co., N. Y.
j
-i j
deadlv hostilitvto the lieat interesl*of the U1*dicine fur debilitated and nervous females.
Absolutely pure aud sweet. Patientswho have
Lurl ngton and Missouri River Railroad Com- oountrv;declare* for reform in the civii service 1
how thankful I am to vou for
once taken it prefer it to all others. Physicians
pony and by leading grain merchants in Lin- reform in the tariff system, elections by the *our advlw’- Tours truly,
declare it superior to all' other oils.
coin, Neb., are quite favorable to small grain.
n.° imprisonment for debt, iodepand^ll8, Cohkelia Allbon, Peosta, la.
and show no uneasiuessin regard to corn. The j
three coi-orditiatebranches of the
Eilkrt s Daylight Liver Pills are a relialatter has suffered some from wet weather and i °ovemmeut. a non- partisan judiciary, am! the i The name of “ Worcester" is pronounced
ble remedy for biliousness,headache,constipasome replantingwill have to be doue, but in ,; riKbt 01
-• the Executiveto make suitableuomi- “ Wooster,” and the poet has hit the foolishtion aud liver disease*, aud arc the best preuess iu the following stanza :
the mam the crop promises well Should the i natl0afi
ventive of fevers known. Bold by Druggists.
present warm, growing weather continue
There w a young lady in Worcefter
tk' Wared by a crow of a ro rev* ter
through June a large corn crop will be asKhred.
Horses, csltle.sheep and hogs are cured of pnadom. B*nd forsAmpUgoo/.Addwa
THE GREAT STRIKES.
That her mother cried, “ Hannah,
CHll’ACOLKPGiHE. Chleage, IU.
There is but one opinionin the matter of small
distemper, coughs,cold*, fever* and most other
I'm
surprised
at your inannah !
grain. It never looked better than at present
dl leases by Uncle Barn’s Condition Powder.
Why don’t you behave aa you ucester?”
Pittsburgh, Pa., June L
Kansas.— Tho reports from a large portion
Bold by Druggists.
The great strike
of
the iron-workers wa* in------------- -------- — ; Thr World’s Dispensary and Invalids’ Hotel
of the counties in Kansas show that the wheat
One greasingwith Frazer Axle Grease will
auguratc-d to-day. Twenty thousand men and at Buffalo, N. Y., destroyed by tire a year ago,
never looked better at this season of the year
Iasi two weeks, nil others two or three days.
bors who yesterday added to the wealth of
rt^ullt und full of patients.For “ Invalids’
Try it. It received first premium at the Cenand promises an abundant yield. The cold
•nri will c<inpl«t«ly cbAQf* ths blood In th**ntMe*reI
tennial and Paris Exposition.
rains of the past week put an end to thetvm in thrw month*. Anjr pwraonwho will Uke on* pill
‘
•sell
r.lKhl from
1 to 19 wewk* m*y
restoredP> Miuna
*oub4
IT
i.U-*;'*
•
in»j ho
or rwimwa
work of the chinch-bogon the wheat for idle consumers,yesterday,this vast army of Disiensary Medical AssocunoN,Buffalo,N.^.
Where machinery is used the Drew OU Cup ho-lth. it *uch ^ thing bw |>o**ihla. Bold uvorj-whrro. of
this year. The corn has most ail been producers earned fully $80,000; to-day
sent by iiiniI for 8 letter etampe.
—
will save 50 per cent of oil. Write for circular.
planted, and is nearly
foot high
r™** JUHNRON
LO.. Boston, Mate.,
A Reckless Government,
Bordeu, Belleck A Co., Chicago, IU
formerlyUnnyor, Me.
some the counties, aud looks squandered part of it. a strange stillnessproWhen Lee invaded Pennsylvania hay
well. Never in the history of the btate vails throughout the city. Clouds of impenoPreserve your harnessby using Undo Ram’s
has the prospect been so favorable for a big treble smoke no longer hang over the town, won $17 per ton around Ohambersburg. Harne.'K Oil, which closes "the pores, keep* out
fruit crop. All kinds of fruit are lookingwell
The strike brushed them away as if by One day a Confederate fornge-mnater dust or dampuess, making it soft add pliable.
and the farmershave commenced complaining
drove out into the country with his Bold by Hsruess Makers.
that there is going to be too much fruit and ma^ic, leaving a clear skv and bright
An Eufllsb Vetertnaur Surgeon and Cb^nl.t, now
sunlight
seldom
witnessed
in Pittsburgh. Alt wagons, and, halting at a farm-house,he
that the prices wifl be so low that it won’t pay
Chapped uands, face, pimples and rough trarellngInthta r cun try. *ay* tii*tmn*t of the Hona
the thirty-odd iron mills in the two citie* are asked if they hail any hay to sell.
to bring it to market
and
Cattle Powder* aold here *fe worttiiaaa truth. H*
skiu cured by using JuniperTar Soap, made by
aay* Uut Bheridan’aCondition Powdnr* ara abtoluteb
idle, with one siugle exception—the Union
“1
might
spare
two
or
three
tons,” CasweU, Hiaurd A Co., New York.
Iowa.— A Sioux City dispatch says : Acreage
pure
and immenre v valuable. Notntnv on earth wifi
Mills of Caruegie Bros. <fc Co. Thousandsof
Bake b*n* lav like Bhetid•n’* OomlltlonPowder*. Doe*
of corn over last year, 60 per cent., and, ex
men, array<xl in best apparel *11 day long pa- replied the farmer.
one taaaiKxmfulto one pint of food. Hoi t everywhereTo*
mi th^nsw brand, Spring Tobaooo.
tent by mall lor 8 letter •Urai*. I.H JUHNnON A c6,
“What is it worth?”
cepting a little coolness, prospectsare good raded the streets,talking, laughing and squanBoston.Maas . fonnarlyBangor,
1
“Wal, being you are enemies to the
Wheat prospects are also good, but the acreag* dering their money. The strikers are quiet
IIENKY»H
CAUBOLIC
NAI.VK
and orderly. They have the sympatnv of the Government, I shall have to charge you
is one-fourthless. Otner grains are doing well,
la the BEST RALVE for Cut*. Brulw*. Sorw, Uken,
public, and will commit no breach of the
and the country generally is prospering.
$20 a ton.”
Balt Rheum, Tetter, Cb.ipp-d Hand*, ChilbUlne,Coma,
peace unless go»dod by desperation to
Wisconsin and Michioak.— Wisconsin has turn the tide of public sentimentagainst
“All right, I'll take all you can spare,” and all kind* ot Bkln Eruption*,Ereckleeand Plmplee.
had trouble with spring wheat, but in parts o» than. Speculation as to the final result of the said the officer, and he loaded np, and Get HENRY’S CARBOLIC HALVE, a* all other*are
Prtco^S i enU.
the State the area shows increase, and the con* strike continues. Both sides are sanguiue of then made out his receipt and an order cuunterfelta.
success,and both express & determination to
on the rebel Quartermaster General for DU. (lltEEN’H OXYGENATKII II1TTKKN
dition of the crop is good ; the yield ought to
fight till it gains the victory. Very few persons
be considerably in excess of last year. Bariev
the money.
I* the t*j*t n-mmljr for Djipepala,
Blliouaneea, Malaria,
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It was only after the farmer had discondl' idlen®**.It would bring disaster to their bu*i- covered that he could get nothing that
; nei.B and result in drivuig trade to otner localihe explained

ties.
.trike

1

tion the wheat is
Im*o«.-At Springfield dispatch to the

Chicago Time, says : Winter wheat on drained I The

:

I

^

“I don’t keer

so

much

for the loss of

India ettion, and Diat'aaea of the
Bkln,

Blood,Kidnep*,Liver.

t-tc.

DURNO’B CATARRH MNUI-T
the

cures ail affeoUonaof
mucous membrane, of the head and throat.

aggravatesme to rememDR. MOTTS LIVER PILLS are the beet
land 1* much above an average in condition,. here to-day. The press statement that th?or- i ber bow mighty reoklees them reba was Rttfulatore.
and. with favoruble conditionsuntil harvesi,! der to go out had been postponed for a fort- ! when I tucked ou $3 a ton. They didn’t
n^h} bwms 10 have bot‘n unfounded. The i even ask me to split the difl'erence
t72l5,,a:
acre. Notwithstandingthe fact that the win- word came from Pittsburghat a late hour last 1
uintrence.
ter- wheat area of the State is 10 per cent, less evening, audit midnight the work
street Gazette.
than last year, the prospects at this date when ! North Chicago RollingMill Company at
a
TBADIN6 STOCK
compared with the corresponding date last View, were closed, with the exceptionof the
There i* no enrl
r
season is favorable for 32 per cent larger rail mill which will ran until Saturday.
in fo.r sumption, and yet
IS to $20
yie:d nor acre in Northern Illinois, 40 per i principal furnace* are now being blown out.
°.r ^ueysmay be
cent, larger yield per acre in Central Illinois The strike throws 2.000 men out of employiddeC^ V™*? hJ mm* Dr- GuT*
and 26 per cent larger yield per acre in South- , ment at Bay View alone, and
Dock aud SareaParilla. It
em Illinois, aim planted before the cold ‘ been ordered out of the citv foundriesbv the
®v®r.v organ of life and restores all
weather in April and at intervals since, much
lounanes uy the | l0* 0r impaired organic funcUons to their norto the surprise of old oorn-grew^rs.has
Cleveland Ohio Tnm>
maI c,0Pd'“0n* A single bottle will convince
considerablegrowth during the period of low , No less than 15,000 men will be affitwl
lnmt
70ur dru*®i** 10
temperature, and, whUe lacking vigorous, the lockout or strike which l>egan at Youngs- it for you.
hea ;hy oo.or is, under the circumstances, doing town to-day. As & matter of course the mines
I’S',
,*• a,,o with a few days of warm sunshine will i will close when there is no longer a demand for
Way to Get a Treat,
make rapid growth. The area of potatoes and coal, and with the furnaces closed the demand Ttrn mon «•)»« L
oats is much larger than last
for coal must cease. The manufacturersclaim
\ 7 ,men 'L, hftd "een .drinking “let
Ohio and I.ndiaka.— A recent telegram from that to BraQt the demands of the workmen 8Ut*(tenv on C street laRi night,
Cincinnatisavs : Reports of farmers visitine 1 would 1x3 to operate the mills at a jobs to the
“I can lick you,” said one.
the citv mercantiletravelers and corr, H„.m! '0mpftD-v**°tk sides are equally firm, and,
“ You can’t,” said the other,
ha7. but

it

uv,//
kTBar
^

^

1
i
I
;

The!

anumlTK

union.
made

year. •

brnT^

flattenng accountsof the prospect of wheat in
the portions of Ohio. Indiana and
rSllf :Unat^

'

!he '

thick, the stem vigorous, the head* large, aud
the yield to the acre promises to be 20 to 26 per
cent
of last
an. greater
greater thmi
man that
tuat oi
last year.

stated, at this writing, that the cool, wet

*afelv

J

weath-

er has not been unfavorable for w heat, and

their employers

nun and

w V*

Whekuvo

T.',nr

’1

aouna of
' the animated oathings of the gladiators.
! •^ie challenger fell prone upon the

Jsuff ! Nuff

hoppcd
the under man.

“Now

that yon have licked

Chicago, June

2.

beer. ”

white and colored em-

said

“I’ll do it,” said the victor, and a
rendered it the conspicuousservice of keeping i ployes of the Jolief Iron 'and' BteeF Combaok the fatal chinch bug. If it has injured i panv, who took the place of trikers along moment later they amicably touched
the corn it may have more than compensated I the Chicago docks, left the city about 5 o’clock schooners. Time, i minute.— Virginia
for
lor it by the opportunityit has afforded the ]. laHtoveoing
last oveomg on «n
an Alton accommodation
ao.‘ommodation train.
train. Chronicle.
Chronicle.
young wheat of getting a good start before the • When Brighton Park was reached, a partv
chinch bog was able to be out But it is not ! armed stranKer., iiuinbcring nearlv liftv. made
Mrt- ^mens Knowlton,of Falmouth, Kr.,
yet certain that the corn hag been seriously in- ] a raid on the coaches, piact-d the engineer in : wriU:B : l'.1 wa* V** au iavalil1.» dieted with
a complication of disease* that shewed a
... _____ _______ lueounei isoorerst®nd«ncT weaken and exhaust my brain and
J The ares of both cpyn and wheat is dfosfcS! who oould to identifiedwore dragged out and i Pe^vou', “Ptom. I found myself quickly cured
bly increased, and life qondition of the former mercilesslybeaten. In the contusion Judge' by using A bottis dlf Dr.. Guyiott’s Yellow Dock
is not such, with rare exceptions, as to disPills bury, of Pouuac, HI., wa* shot through
, ”irBaPar’lla.
It has given perfect tone aud
courage the farmers,who are coiifldentthat if groin. He was brought to the citv. and at the P?* "tiongth to even- part of my body, and my
the weather now becomes favorable no harm latest advices his left leg wa* pardyztd. The 1 bloo<1 “
fr0M al* impurity/’
will have been done by the wetness and coldnesa train was detained half an hour, and when
~ — —
of tiie season. Oats' rye and potatoes appear was allowedto proceed the Ktxaugeriemptied
Rod*
to have been plantedin liberal quantities, and
to be promisingwell
a‘c l.'S r’cSl.'^cwih"
Mt maoti'r whippeil me very well ; withj raider* was shot, bnt was taken away by his i ou* “1Rt» 81r* ^ Should have done nothj ing. I would rather have the rrid to be
GREENBACK STATE CONVENTIONS. i w
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New
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The New Jersey State Greenback Convention
met at Trenton on the 80th ult. Every county
except one was represented. The platform
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them learn,
a child if .you do thus or
«
HnlrS>b‘",d,:
you u-ill be mire eeteemed than
M.ArwtidesAmbrose Dam alas, Sarah tour brothers or sistera, The rod proBernhardt b husband, Is the third son of tloces an effect which terminates in
M. Domains, who was formerly Mayor of jfcelf. A child is afraid of being whipSyra, a post which he renounced after ped, and gets his task, and there's, an
the Greek revolutioniu 1862. M. Dam- end on’t. Whereas, by exciting emulaii

in
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than to

OPIUMS

a map abowinirevery town and Tlllase.all rtlroadaajail
aUUnna, and dlttencea l.eteeen•tatlona, both Irv this
countryand Europe.It I*, without qumitlon, ths
moet
Ihemoet
complete map ever produced. They combine andI fandea
lurt.l
aking with each map a sew Ceniu* Book of the United
UtU*
BUte* yrre «/ char gt. It Is a Urge, aplendidlyXoi
y-tound
book, •howlng the new cenauaofevery town hi thesUnttod
Bute*,’and I* worth (1 to any one; but
HaskellA O*
uu, n;
charge onh |2 for the map, and fumUh />#*
>*« to mcA yree.
chairr of the map a copy of tt.e hook.
Agen are wanV
. -genu
--- I'OUnty
ed ...
In --each
'ounty tO
to mm.
sell this ComblnaUoi
riui ---- ibtoRtt— . Addrere
O. O. HASKELL A CO. Chicago,ill.
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AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

ICTORIAI*

P HIST0RY«™W0RLD

Embracingfull and authewti*aocounU of every ate
Uonof ancientand modern timaa, and Includinga
tory of the rter and fall of the Greek and Roman
Empire*, the middle agee, the eruaadee, the feudal*r»
tom. the ref»nnaUofi.
the dleeetery and eeftlimenlel
the New World, etc., eto.
It contain*

07 Y fine hUtortoal engravings, and

1*

tfei

yoet epmplete Hietoty of th« World ever puMUheA

HovrMAX, P.O.Box UAChloocoJU.

Send for specimen page# and extra tons* to Agento.
Address Nstioiul Ptniuiamo Go, Ghleage,Ok

truth asrr

ml hg+tkj*, vtf, kr
wkvrfmmm* Imkrfmk.
VUUw yvarfataNkw
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PRINTERS^!®!'
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tell

Adopted indorses that made at Chicago ; denounces the national-bankingsystem, corporations and laud monopoly ; demands a revision
of the tariff and the protection of the rights of alas, senior, left $60,000 to each of his
tion and comparisonsof superiority,
labor. Among the speakerswas ex-Congressfour children.M. Anstides did not j you lay the foundations of lasting mis
man Gillette,of Iowa.
nrflAT.IrtA
clterxwv/w _•
XT __
__ l_ . t. . il
«
practice any professioti,but had n
a strong
chief. You make brothers and sisters
NoIod Cbaae Nominated for Governor inclination for the stage, and much fre- hate each other. Samuel Johnson,

fATkV

a!S.aSS5

CrPEKFLUOr*HAIR.— Madams Wambold’s
O
Npsclflcpermanently remove*Buperflnou* hair

general terror to all, to make

!

|

.GALT Ml

New Combination for Agents ! O.O. HaaktU A
.J. Co., of Chicago,the laadlng Map Puhliahar*.tuva
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the vanquished,“you ought to stand the
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arose from the dust.
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resolutely determined not to pav the advance
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All the nail mills of this city shut down to-
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tion whatever ou the .part of the manufaciurer* to start them tintil the situation has radiCRlly c>JtDBed. They express themselves as
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U.I.CASET.M.CO., RACINE, WIS. »
Don’t t'Hnnge It.” “Perfrctne It la.” 3*
0) In flmln. Flux. Tlmothv. (>••••, •»
«
— O
to

0

X

Is

«w

In NIalne*

quented the company of actors and
actresses.
Four years ago,
—
t-ijvs, when
nucu war
wo* ; Every lady who shops by mail should
Maine, convened at Bangor, May 80, and between Greece and Turkey seemed im- i
3-cent stamps for a copy of
adopted resolutions in opposition to the nation- minent, hejook service in the Greek drawbridge& Clothier's QuarUrly.
present number contains 1,000 enal-banking system ; recommending that no[ cavalry, butisoon left it and obtained a
more bonis be issued ; that all pnblic lauds be post as Chancellorat the Greek Cotsul- \ graving*,illustrating the new fashions,
held as homesteads for the people ; that all ate at Moscow. This, too, he soon gave un^ f°ur pages of new music. Strawmoney should be. issued by the Federal Gov- up, and returned to Paris, where
.
•bridge A Clothier, Eighth and Market
ernment in snffideut quantities to meet
streets, Philadelphia.
the wants of trade, and be a full legal tender spent the last of hia fortune. He took a
for all debts ; that imprisonment for debt should few lessons from Delaunay, and entered
Tight-laci**,tcoorfilngto a sdontiat. makes
to abolished that all coraorations and monopo- Sarah Bernhardt’scompany. As regards
a woman'* uoee red, and an experiencedperson
lies should be controlledby law ; that indisthe great fortune he is reported to ex- want* to know what it is that makes men’s
criminate sale of intoxicating liquors should be
pect, his mother is wealthy, but she ia nostftred. Hi* query to pretty good evidence
prohibited : declaring an unalterable determinathat he has never bad the hay fever. We are
tion to oppose fusion with either of the old only fifty -four vearsof age. and is not
The

Straight Greenback Convention,of

^

Ben^

I
lie

J. I.

CASE T.M.CO
RACINE, -

•

WISCONSIN.

;

parties : and finallyindorsing the action of the likely to part
National Committee at St. Loui*. A resolution time.
indorsingthe course of Gov. Plaisted wa* indefinitelypostponed. The following nomina“
tion* were mad« : For Governor. Solon Ohiwe;

with anything in her

life-

not a scientist,and it may be* that all red noses
are not caused by hay fever. Sou.* may be
painted. —Xorrittoicn Herald.

How much do you charge for your
Camels are said to thrive in Arizona,where
peanuts ?” asked a lady at the fruit stand they most create much astonishment, on acat the Central station. “Ten cents a count of being able to go ao long without
quart,” said the clerk. “ Too dear,” re- drinking.
IHIaeoari*
plied the lady. “But,” persisted the
Happy to the father whn*e children are so
The Greenback State Convention of Missouri yopng man, “these are hand-picked,and young tnal he cap delude them into the belief
met at Moberly, on the 8lst of May. The fol- we warrant them to cure consumption that the prooesaion is all there to of the circus.
lowing permanent officer*were elected : Thoe. and heart disease.” The woman actuHanlan s hymn : One sweetly solemn thought
L. Anderson, President ; William 0. Aldrich,
ally purchased two quarts.— itoc/iesfer come* to me oar and oar ; it’a better rowing with
Tice President ; Isaac N. Hauck, tiecretary.
Chronicle,
the tide than tendingcountry store.
Comrrewraen, William T. Eaton, Eton ©’Gary,
B. K. Kellock. and D. B. AvetilL\ . ’ v
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God Speed.

mines of

Field* of untold wealth;

sounded depth; pasturageswithout end;

JUST Pt-EOEIVEID

HALL’S

un>
|

health giving climate and sparkling
waters; raw materials In Mbundnoce lor
(]
the fiery furnace, the weaver and the
spinner, the metal worker and the artisIt Recommended bv Phyalclamt
tic jeweler, entrancing views for the
lover of ttature and the beautifulinspirSI
REWARD
I
ing alike to the artist’ssoul and brush
We manufMtare end eeU it with* positive
and the mind and pen of the literateur;
guarantee that It will cure any

atarrii

(jure

SUMMER CL0THIN6

SPRING &

OO

meat

for the millions, bread

for the

ca^aad

toil-

we will forfait the above

amount

ers of the land ; fortune and position for

the workers with willing bearu and
hands; such

the advantages Colorado

are

haa not got It, tend to os and we will forward
Immediately. Price, 70 eeauper bottle.

presents to the

F.

CHENEY &

I

line to Denver, directly linking Chicago,

Ik

Moines, Atchison, the progressive cities of

home

Rockies, will bring

Queen of

ToMo.

Ohio.

Sold by Schouten A Schepere, Hoi lend.

St. Louis, Kansas city, Peoria, Des
the growing West, to the

CO..

Suits for

Children of 4 years up to suits for full grown Men.

AOCSn VO IMITATIOI OB fPBtTITUTK. If ho

World at large, and the
approaching opening of the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy Railroad through

SUMMER SUITS.

Young Men’s

Boys’ sad

MAN NOW

the

'

‘AAT’e

to the masses,

*

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS,

IS

•won’t k>©

*

nder sold.

TJ

the opportunity, perhaps long sought for
I

famous region.

to explore this

From

A

the cotton plains of the South

and her seductivesugar fields, from the

New England, the

spinuing mills of

Dress Goods, Ladies’ Gossamere Circles,
Etc. Boots and Shoes in great variety.

lull line of

iron

furnaces of Pennsyvaola, the marts of

commerce of

World

the East and the Old,

new avenue is opened. The manufac-

a

the merchant, the tourist, the

turer,

Over 600 acres of

in-

have an

all

Interest iu

160 acres,

the new eutorprise

timbered land for sale ; also a farm of
man who wants a good farm here is a chance.

first-class

valid, the student, the miner, the laborer

for a

fostered and brought to successful issue

by the most

E. J.

most advanced railroad corporation of
time. To them it means increaseof

our

business, increase of pleasure, improved
health,

new

fields and

HARRINGTON,

managed and

admirably

new

HOXiXjA-isrD, mixoh:.

scenes, fresh

and progress.
And while these steel bands will unite
new sections of the world into a closer
CHICAGO, RACK ISLAND ^PACIFIC OT
and more intimate relation as regards Cell, the attentionof traveler*to the central posi-

opportunities, advancement

iu Hue, connecting the East and the West
by the shortcet route,and carrying passengers,
without change of oars, between Chicago and Kansas City. Council Bluffs, Leavenworth.Atchison,
Minneapolis and Bt. Paul. It connects in Union
Depou with all the principallines of road between
the Atlantio and the Pacino Oceana. Iu equipment is unrivaled and magniHcent, being composed
of Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Cqaches,
Magnificent Horton Beolining Chair Cara, Pullman’s Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cars, and the Beat
Line of Dining Cara in the World. Three Trains
tion of

business and personal welfare, it will also
unite hearts and

minds, foster new

ac-

quaintances, new relations
for

many

and create
new hearthstone,a home in

a

a land of promise.

We

hail with unfeigned pleasure the

first trip of

of helper

between Chicago and Miaaouri Elver Points. Two
Trains between Chicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous

the iron horse, that greatest

to

*

advanced civilization,across

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, haa recently b?en opened betweenRichmond,
Norfolk,Newport News, Chattanooga, Atlanta,Au-

the virgin soil of that wonderful laud and

bid God speed to the projectorswhile
awaiting the formal announcement that
toe new line is opened for passenger
traffic, and the banner of the "Great

Nashville.Louisville.
Lexingt on, Cincinnati,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha, Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through Passengers Travd on Fast Express
Trains.
Tickets for sale at all principal Ticket Offices In
the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare always as low as competitors that offer leas advang

BurlingtonRoute” floats at the base of
the Rockies.

uata,

or detailedInformation,got the Maps and Foldera of the

All goods sold

at,

R.

T

and below Grand

—

spec®

Medicine.

SUCCESSOR TO
ory. Faina in
back or Side
and diacaaeg
that lead to

BEFORE.

AFTER.

M. Huizenga & Co.,
eighth street.

Consumpt’n
Insanity and

an

early
grave. The
SpeciflcModl
cine i? being

We have added a completestock of

wltn__

used

DRY GOODS,

wonderful pucccpb.
Pampheltp pent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific,|1 per package,or six packages
for $5. Addrese all orders to
J. B. SIMP&UN MEDICINE CO.,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

Buffalo.N.Y.
Soldin HollandbvD.R.

Meenos.

61-ly.

CABLE,
Vr.

PRINCIPAUUNE Notions,
And

CHICAGO.

The SHORTEST, QUICKEST end
.BEST line to 8L Joseph,

all

points In lowaT"
aaa,

son, Dallas,

New Mexico, Arizona,

Oal-

vetton,

tana and Texas.

successful

vegetable'bOMfrio-atloa lias been

Hosiery,

Our flock of CROCKERY la large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES la constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and
*

full.

FLO

V(R

A

flQ FEEQ,

kept constartly on hand.

is also

JThli Route hA no sifpcrlor for Albert

Woolen Yarns,

Etc., Etc., which we offer for Bale at very low
iricee. Our motto is: “Quick Sales and Bma

intro-

duced, wfoldb acts upon the bowels, the
liver

.Atchleon,Topeka, Deni-

Nebraaka,Ml880uii,Keu^-sg^s

An Important Discovery

Has been made whereby a

B. WYNHOFF,

EDropeanReieiy-Br.l. B. Sipeoa’a

your nearest Ticket Offloe, or address
o. R.
E. ST. J JHN,
4*1 Vlce-Pres.k Gen l M
den i Tku k Pass. Aft.
At

KANTERS & SONS.

,

Tie Great

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,

Rapids prices, at

16-Bw

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

TO

The highest prices is paid
and other Country Produce.

for

butter and eggs,

and the kidneys, and at the same

time imparts strength

and

entire system. Burdock

vitality to the

Blood

Aulfman, Miller

Bitters

AKAOKT,

constitute this importantdiscovery. Price

&

Go.
all

O.,

'

^

and see our New Goods.

Call
“

KANSAS CITY

auiruricnmxBE

$1.00.

travel.

claaaes of

Mr.

H. Wcrkman

will remain

in

the

store as heretofore.

WYNHOFF.
1881. 83-6m.

B.
All

Quick and Sure.
Many miserable people drag themselves

connectionsmade

Holland, Sept. 22,

In Union

Through
via
Depota.

about with failing strength,feeling that
they are steadily sinking into their graves,

When by

OTTERS

using Parker's Ginger Tonic

commencing with
the first dose, and vitality and strength
quickly and surely coming back to them.
they would find a cure

The Alaska Refrigerator, with or

with-

'

R.

KANTERS & SONS.

Deaf as a Post.
Mrs.

W. J. Lang, Bethany, Ont.; states
was troubled

that for fifteenmonths she

with a disease in the ear, causing entire

deafness. In ten minutes after using

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil she fopnd
and

in a short time she

and her hearing

relief,

ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the dlgeative organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,

.

a dull pain through left lung and shoulders.
I lost

my

spirits, appetite

and

81—

color, and

keep up

difficulty

rank as an elegant and

reliable

and
baldness

mu ud
d

TLOBISTON
I An

eiqnUtUly fr»l(TU>t perfntnrwith
|..cfptl<.oally latUof

now heartly endorse

it for both sexes in

of sexnal weakness. See adcolumn. Sold in
Holland by Heber Walsh.
l7-4w

^

Colorado Excursions.
Colorado round trip tourist tickets at
greatly reduced ratet, via C., B. & Q. R.

R.

,

new Chicago and Denver Through Line,
good during summer months and National
Industrial Exposition in

September are now on safe and full par-

as to trains and

rates

can be

J5

end

IS

AULTMAN, MILLER A

Now

CO.,

UNGER TONIC
to livi|oratiR|iiflelM flu! Rmr litwleatti
This d*lkk>uacombination of Ginger. Buchu,
Mandrake, Stillingia.and many other of the best
vegetableremedies known, cures all disordera of
(be bowel*,etomach,liver, kidney*end lunga, & »*
Tkt list aid Sartst Co«|b Can Evtf Uud.
If you are Buffering from Female Complamtt,
Nervouaneta, Wakefidneaa,Rheumatum gyspep.
ala, age or any disease or infirmity, take Parke£a
Ginger Tonic. It will strengthenbrain end body
and give you new life end vigor.

lOO DOr.XeA.Xl8

Paid for anythinginiuriou* found in
©r for a faflur* to help or

Ginger Tome

cute.

United States or Canada. 18-^ow-U

VJ

.

..

-

and

Chicago, IU.

Groceries, Tobaccos and Cigars

is

the chance added

Wilms,

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Agent for Holland and vicinity,
1S-4mo»

FLIEMAN,

we

have

Dry Goods
For which we solicit a share of the trade.
We will serve all customersto the beat of
onr ability, and by prompt attention and
fair treatment endeavor to merit onr
share of the patronage of the people of
this city and vicinity.

Offers bis enperlormade wagons Just as cheap
anybody Bella them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

in

everyway

, It Is a positiveand eflectual remedy for all Net
ous Diseases In every stage of life— yonog or el
male or female. Sncb as Impotency,Prostratlo
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality,Defective Mei
ory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases fro
wblch an nnnatnralwaste of life springs, all
which cannot fail to nndermlne the whole syste
Every organ Is weakened,every power prostrate
and many forms of disease are generatedwhlc
if not checked, pave the way to aa early death,
rejuvenates age and relnvlgoratesyouth.
Each packagecontains suffleientfor two wee
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will
sent free, with full particulars.
Sold by all Druggists at 50 cents a package,
twelve packagesfor $6.00. Will be sent free
mall on receipt of money, by addressing

WEBB’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO.
A Care

Gusrnnleed.
N.'
Hollandby
R. Meengs.
Buffalo,

D.

Gall

GIVE USA CALL.

Farmers bring your
BOOT* KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., May 4th,

Also Keeps on hand a line of

Open and Top

Buggies,

ALSO AGENT

•

vliwLT torrhea,

JmOf

And a nlca assortment of Cotters lof Famera
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

tency,

Impo-

and

all

Diseases that fol-

lowasasequence,
of Self Abuse

;|as

FOR

.

-

68-

FLIEMAN,
Holland. Mich

We have received a large assortmentof
Wall Paper such as

$500 REWARD,

DA DO’S,
WE will pay the above reward for any case of
CENTRES,
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia,Sick Headache,Indigestion,
Constipationor Cortivenesswe cannot
CORNERS,

SATINS,
• FLATS,

IKfllK

and

BROWNS,

BORDERS

CURTAINS

BROUWER

stamp.

TA|JII.^'?™SeGS2-After
Taking.

tude. Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanityor Consumption and a Prema*
tare Grave.
HT’Fnll particularsIn ouj namphlet, whichwe
ueslre to send free by mall^o evefry one. The
SpecificMedicineis sold by all druggist at $1 per
package,or six packages for $5, or will be sent
free by mall on receipt of tne money, bv ad-

core with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the
directions are strictly compiled with. Thev are
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satlsractlon. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing®
> Also the finest assortment of
Pills,88 cents. For sale by all Druegists.Beever introducedinto this city, and a full ware of counterfeitsand imitations. The genuine
tine of
all sold at the lowest manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST A CO.,
“The Pill Makers.” 181 A 188 W. Madison 8t..
prices. Please call and see
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mall pre.)
& CO.
paid on receipt of a 8 cent
88-ly

WHITES, BUFFS

MEYER,

18-tf

gllsh Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal weak
jHMOTPness, S perm a-

-

A.N3D

J.

l^2m

1882.

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADB MARK The Great Kn-TRADIJj^gK.

WORKS.
WALL PAPER. 14-tf
GILTS,

Butter and Eggs.

andjxamine.

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

PARKER’S

In

Previsions.

Oen.

111.

for Farmers.

AX80X.0.

Sold In

mu.

obtulnedfrom any Coupon Ticket Office
in the

|1

repute.

IC0L06E

all cases

ticulars

prevents

I 10

the amazing success of Magnetic Medicine,

Mining and

dandruff, restores

[natural color

hair restorative.

vertisement in another

Prttt dt Gen'l

WEBB'S EPLECTRIC MEDICINE

{BALSAM.

I

Groceries

POTTER.
PERCEVAL LOWELL.
Mnnngtr,
Am. Agt*

Betterwagon

|ib*» »t

and reccommend

comfort.

all

PARKER’S
HAIR

Dealers

* dU‘

as

hair, Parker's Hair Balsam has taken the

oar druggists

^

KBAMEB,

address

w

I

-

luxury. Instead

aod.^A^

J.

lieu. Removes

All

List,

Md.

Thi Highest Bank.
Made from harmless materials, and
adopted to the needs of fading and falling
highest

For Descriptive Catalogueand Prici

OP IMITATIONS.

day. My
mother procured some Burdock Blood
Bitters; I took them as directed,and have
felt no pain since first week after using
them and am now quite well. Price $1.00.

could with

office*

&

BOOT

In addition to our complete stock of

Sn that att Iroa Bitter* are sad* by Baowv Cauncei
Co. Md have eroeeed red Uae* and trade mark an vreppe*

BKWARK

wil1

fo^^VO^^^ find traveling a

Chicago.

CO.

Baltimore,

writes: I suffered for several months with

T. 1
Id Flee

The only Iron Preparation

BROWN CHEMICAL

Nearly a Xiraole.
E. Asenlth Hall, Binghamton, N. Y.,

Trylt'

Rnd jrou

about Rates of
Fare. Sleeping Care,
etc . cheerfudy given by

such as tasting the ibod. Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Druggists at $1.00 a bottle.

vjr

V\^r

all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

etc.

was entirely cured

restored

all

the U. 8.
Canada.

a certain cure fbr

by

16-3w

tale at

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are

out water cooler, at Grand Rapids prices,
for sale

Ticket*
CelebratedLine

'

-easing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
No. lOOMaln Street,Buffalo,N . T.
For Sale in HollaodbyHeber
58-ly

Walsh.

FOB SALE.

